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Abstract
This thesis describes a search for very high energy (VHE) gamma-ray emission 
from the starburst galaxy IC 342. The analysis was based on data from the 
2003 — 2004 observing season recorded using the Whipple 10-metre imaging 
atmospheric Cherenkov telescope located on Mount Hopkins in southern Ari­
zona. IC 342 may be classed as a non-blazar type galaxy and to date only a few 
such galaxies (M 87, Cen A, M 82 and NGC 253) have been detected as VHE 
gamma-ray sources. Analysis of approximately 24 hours of good quality IC 
342 data, consisting entirely of ON/OFF observations, was carried out using a 
number of methods (standard Supercuts, optimised Supercuts, scaled optimised 
Supercuts and the multivariate kernel analysis technique). No evidence for TeV 
gamma-ray emission from IC 342 was found. The significance was 0.6 a with 
a nominal rate of 0.04 ±  0.06 gamma rays per minute. The flux upper limit 
above 600 GeV (at 99.9 % confidence) was determined to be 5.5 x 10-8 m-2 
s-1 , corresponding to 8 % of the Crab Nebula flux in the same energy range.
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Chapter 1
The High-Energy Universe and 
Charged Particles
1.1 Introduction
Cosmic rays are highly energetic charged particles which are created in extreme 
environments in the universe. They were first discovered in 1912 by Victor Hess, 
who noticed that an electroscope discharged more rapidly with increasing alti­
tude. Since cosmic rays are charged particles, their trajectories are influenced 
by interstellar magnetic fields throughout space and thus their arrival path to 
Earth may not have been their original destination path from their source. As 
a result, cosmic rays arrive at Earth from random directions with little or no 
information as to their point origin (although the very highest energy cosmic 
rays should be virtually undeflected magnetic fields, no unambiguous source has 
yet been identified). Although the very highest energy cosmic rays are deflected 
very little by magnetic fields, so far there is no clear indication of their origin.
High-energy electromagnetic radiation does not suffer from the same in­
fluences. As electromagnetic radiation is uncharged, the trajectories are not 
distorted by interstellar magnetic fields and therefore any electromagnetic radi­
ation detected on Earth may be projected back to its point of origin. Gamma 
radiation is the term used to describe the range of electromagnetic radiation 
above 0.1 MeV (frequency >  1019 Hz and wavelength <  10-11 m) and it is the 
very high energy (VHE, E  ~  100 GeV — 100 TeV) gamma-ray range that is of 
interest in this thesis.
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Region Wavelength (m) Frequency (Hz) Photon Energy (eV)
Radio 
Microwave 
Infrared 
Visible 
Ultra Violet 
X-Ray 
Gamma Ray
>  0.1 
0.1 -  1 x 10“ 4 
1 x 10~4 -  7.5 x 10- 7 
7.5 x 10“ 7 -  3.8 x 10- 7 
3.8 x HT7 -  1 x 10“ 9 
1 x 10“ 9 -  1 x 10~12 
<  10“ 12
< 3 x 109 
3 x 109 -  3 x 1012 
3 x 1012 -  4.3 x 1014 
4.3 x 1014 -  7.5 x 1014 
7.5 x 1014 -  3 x 1017 
3 x 1017 -  3 x 1019 
> 3 x 1019
< 10“ 5 
10“ 5 -  0.01 
0.01 -  2 
2 - 3  
3 -  1 x 103 
1 x 103 -  1 x 105 
>  105
Table 1.1: Regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Whilst low to medium energy gamma rays may be detected by satellites or­
biting the Earth, VHE gamma rays typically pass through satellites undetected 
(though the Large Area Telescope on board the Fermi satellite is capable of 
detecting gamma rays up to ~  300 GeV (Fermi Webpage, 2008)). Furthermore, 
the flux of VHE or TeV gamma rays is too low to be sampled effectively by 
orbiting instruments, so we must endeavour instead to sample VHE gamma 
rays at the Earth’s surface. Unfortunately gamma rays cannot be directly de­
tected at the Earth’s surface because they interact with the atmosphere. Were 
it not for this interaction in the Earth’s atmosphere, shielding us from the TeV 
gamma rays, this ionising energy would reach ground level and seriously affect 
life on Earth. Although direct detection is not feasible, it is possible to detect 
VHE gamma rays indirectly. The interaction of gamma rays with the Earth’s 
atmosphere and the methods used to detect them will be discussed in Chapter 
2.
1.2 Gamma-Ray Production Processes
Many astrophysical systems emit radiation that is thermal in origin, described 
by the Planck radiation formula:
I'(\ ,T) =  ^ e„ J T _ 1 (1.1)
where I' is the energy density at wavelength A for a blackbody at temperature
2
T, h =  6.626 x 1(T34 J.s is Planck’s constant, c =  2.998 x 108 m s_1 is the 
speed of light and k =  1.381 x 1CT23 J K_1 is Boltzmann’s constant. However, 
thermal processes cannot produce VHE gamma rays. Wien’s displacement law, 
which derives from the Planck radiation formula, gives
AmT =  a =  2.898 x 10~3 K.m, constant (1.2)
where \m is the wavelength of peak emission for a blackbody at temperature 
T. Since photon energy is given by
£ = y  (13)
the photon energy (Em) at the peak of the blackbody spectrum at temperature 
T  may be written as:
he hcT . .
Em =  —  =  oc T  (1.4)
/ ' 777, &
SO
Em (J) =  6.859 x 10- 23 T  (K) (1.5)
or
Em (eV) =  4.281 x 1(T4 T  (K) (1.6)
Therefore, for an astrophysical system with temperature T  even as high as 107K, 
the peak thermal photon energy will be less than 5 keV; the thermal flux drops 
rapidly at higher energy: at 100 keV, it is less than 10~35 of the flux at Em. We 
must therefore look to non-thermal processes for the origin of radiation in the 
GeV — TeV range.
VHE gamma rays may be expected to originate from regions where there is 
evidence of energetic charged particles or strong magnetic fields. Non-thermal 
processes which can give rise to electromagnetic radiation include acceleration
3
Energy Range (eV) Energy Band Energy Type Detection Technique
0.1 x 10tì -  3 x 107 
3 x IO7 -  1 x IO8 
1 x IO8 -  1 x IO11 
> IO11
MeV 
MeV -  GeV 
GeV -  TeV 
>  TeV
Low/Medium Energy 
High Energy 
Very High Energy 
Ultra High Energy
Satellite
Satellite
Ground-Based
Ground-Based
Table 1.2: The gamma-ray energy range in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Adapted from Weekes (2003).
of charged particles, collisions of high-energy particles, radioactive decay of 
nuclei or particles, and particle-antiparticle annihilation. In this chapter, the 
production processes of VHE gamma rays are described and some potential 
astrophysical sources of such radiation are discussed.
1.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation
When a charged particle accelerates at relativistic velocity due to spiralling 
around a magnetic field, the electromagnetic energy emitted is called syn­
chrotron radiation (see Figure 1.1). The force felt by a charged particle in 
a magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field and to 
the direction of the charged particle’s velocity. This causes the charged particle 
to spiral around the direction of the field and since circular motion represents 
acceleration, i.e., a continuous change in velocity, the charged particle radiates 
photons of a characteristic energy corresponding to the radius of a circle. A 
continuous spectrum of polarised radiation perpendicular to the direction of 
the magnetic field is emitted. The shape of this continuous spectrum is de­
pendent on the strength of the magnetic field and the energy of the charged 
particle. The resulting synchrotron radiation is emitted in a collimated beam 
in the direction of the charged particle motion, a process referred to as rela­
tivistic beaming. The emission is beamed tangentially along the instantaneous 
direction of motion of the charged particle. The opening angle of the collimated 
beam is determined by the charged particle mass, mp, and charged particle en­
ergy, Ep, by the following relationship:
4
Magnetic Field Lines
Gamma Ray
Figure 1.1: An illustration of synchrotron radiation, where a charged particle 
is spiralling around magnetic field lines, emitting gamma rays.
m„c2
9 =  (1.7)
Ep
Thus, the higher the energy of the charged particle, the more collimated the 
beam. It is the high degree of polarisation and the continuous spectrum of fre­
quency which make synchrotron radiation easily determinable. Either a charged 
particle of relativistic speeds or a very intense magnetic field must be present to 
produce VHE gamma rays by synchrotron radiation alone. However, the obser­
vation of synchrotron radiation in other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 
indicates the presence of relativistic electrons which may produce VHE gamma 
rays by inverse-Compton scattering and Bremsstrahlung.
1.2.2 Inverse-Compton Scattering
The Compton effect is the scattering of a high-energy photon with a low-energy 
charged particle, for example, an electron, in which there is a transfer of energy 
from the photon to the electron. This energy loss by the photon corresponds
Lower-Energy
Photon
Figure 1.2: Compton scattering. During collision, a photon imparts some of its 
energy to a charged particle (assumed to be initially at rest).
to an increase in wavelength, AA, which is dependent on 6, the collision angle 
between the electron and the photon (see Figure 1.2):
AA =  —— (1 — cos 6) (1.8)
mec
The energy transfer to the electron therefore depends on the scattering angle of 
the photon. Maximum energy transfer occurs when the photon direction is re­
versed after collision, whilst minimum energy is transferred when the scattering 
angle is 90°. The Compton effect is shown in Figure 1.2 for a photon incident 
on an electron at rest.
Inverse-Compton scattering is the reverse process, in which a high-energy 
charged particle, e.g., an electron, collides with a low-energy photon. During 
the collision the electron transfers some of its energy to the photon, depending 
on the scattering angle of the collision. As a result, the photon energy will 
increase and the electron lose energy. This is shown in Figure 1.3. In the 
collision between a relativistic electron with energy Ee =  7mec2 (where 7 =  
7 1 for electron velocity v) and a photon of energy e =  hu, the increase iny/l —V2/c2
photon energy depends on 7 . For sufficiently high electron energy, the process
6
Low-Energy
Photon Z
Gamma Ray
Z
High-Energy
Election
Election
Figure 1.3: Inverse-Compton scattering. During collision, a high-energy charged 
particle imparts energy to a low-energy photon creating a higher-energy photon.
can turn a radio photon into a gamma-ray photon. Inverse-Compton scattering 
can occur where there is a high density of high-energy charged particles and a 
large supply of low-energy photons. The low-energy photons may belong to the 
cosmic background radiation (T =  2.7 K), which has an energy density of 0.4 x 
10~13 J.m~3. Alternatively, as mentioned above, the low-energy photons may 
be the synchrotron photons emitted by the energetic electron population itself 
(synchrotron self-Compton).
The energy transferred to the photon depends on the scattering angle at 
which the electron and photon meet. For maximum energy transfer (Emax), 
the particles must meet head-on, reversing the photon direction in the collision, 
while minimum energy (Emin) will be transferred when the scattering angle is
The cross-section for electron-photon interaction is given by the Klein- 
Nishina formula:
90°.
aKN =  7T r2e )  ln(2?7 +  1) +  ^ +
rj 2(2rj +  l )2
where r) =  7e/mec, and re =  2.818 x 10 15 m is the classical electron radius.
7
For low-energy collisions, the cross-section is simply the Thomson cross- 
section aT =  independent of energy. However, for very high energy
electron-photon interactions (e »  mec2) the Klein-Nishina formula reduces 
to:
<5 mec
o' «  ~ot------8 7s:
In
276
mec2
1'
+  x oc
In Ee
EP
(1.10)
so that the interaction probability decreases at higher energies. In this regime, 
the electron energy loss through scattering becomes independent of the incident 
photon energy, and the scattered photon energies range from
E„
mec
47
( 1.11)
to
-& m ax  ^  E e ( 1.12)
Using a power-law energy distribution for the electrons, dNe/dEe oc JE~a, 
the inverse-Compton spectrum takes the form of a two-component distribution 
peaking between the Thomson and Klein-Nishina regimes.
1.2.3 Bremsstrahlung
When a charged particle is decelerated in the Coulomb field of a nucleus it emits 
photons. Figure 1.4 illustrates this process. The energy lost by the charged par­
ticle generates the photons. This process is known as Bremsstrahlung (German 
for “braking radiation” ). The rapid deceleration of a high-energy charged par­
ticle can impart a large portion of the particle energy to the radiated photon. 
Bremsstrahlung photons generated by cosmic-ray electrons can have photon en­
ergy in the gamma-ray range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Bremsstrahlung 
photons generated by cosmic-ray electrons will have a power-law spectral distri­
bution similar to the energy distribution of the electrons. Thus the identification
8
Positively Charged 
Nucleus
Gamma Ray
Figure 1.4: The generation of a gamma-ray photon by the deceleration of a 
charged particle in the electromagnetic field of a nucleus. This process is known 
as Bremsstrahlung or “braking radiation” .
of Bremsstrahlung photons by their spectral distribution could determine the 
sites of cosmic-ray electron production. The development of electromagnetic 
cascades in the Earth’s upper atmosphere, an important element in ground- 
based gamma-ray detection which will be discussed in Section 2.3.1, also de­
pends heavily on the Bremsstrahlung process.
1.2.4 Particle Decay
Gamma rays can also be generated as a result of proton interactions. A  very 
common interaction in high-energy astrophysical systems is the collision of 
cosmic-ray protons with stationary hydrogen gas. This proton-proton inter­
action can produce unstable by-products including particles such as neutral
pions, 7r°. The neutral pion decays with a half-life of 0.83 xlO -16 s into two
gamma rays:
p +  p —» 7T° /  7r+ /  7T~ +  other fragments (1-13)
7T° —> 7 +  7 (1-14)
When the neutral pion decays at rest, each gamma ray has an energy of
9
Ery =  -m^c2 =  67.5 MeV, where mn is the rest mass of the neutral pion. 
However, neutral pions are rarely created at rest, and since they suffer no en­
ergy loss by ionisation, they usually decay in flight. TeV gamma rays can be 
produced by neutral pions travelling at relativistic speeds. The decay of pions 
is also important for the development of hadronic cosmic-ray showers in the 
atmosphere (see Section 2.3.2).
1.2.5 Particle-Antiparticle Annihilation
When a particle and its antiparticle interact, they annihilate each other and the 
energy may be emitted as two gamma-ray photons. For example, an interaction 
between an electron, e~, and a positron, e+, will yield:
e~ +  e+ —► 7 +  7 (1-15)
The rest mass of an electron is 0.511 MeV. Therefore the energy of each emitted 
gamma ray occurring from an electron-positron annihilation at rest will be 0.511 
MeV. Annihilation interactions of more massive charged particles yield higher 
energies.
1.2.6 Dark Matter Annihilation
Dark matter, which accounts for about 22 % of the content of the Universe, 
is theorised to be made up of hypothetical particles called weakly interacting 
massive particles (WIMPs). Such particles are predicted by supersymmetry the­
ories. The lightest supersymmetric WIMP is the neutralino, which is its own 
antiparticle. Thus, two neutralinos can mutually annihilate and release sec­
ondary particles including quarks, leptons and bosons as well as gamma rays. 
Such annihilations would create characteristic gamma rays, which in principle 
could be distinguished from gamma rays from other sources. However, no con­
vincing evidence for gamma rays from dark matter annihilation has so far been 
obtained.
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1.3 Sources and Potential Sources of VHE 
Gamma Radiation
VHE gamma rays are generated in the most extreme astrophysical systems 
in the universe. The complex structures of some of these dynamic objects 
such as supernovae and active galactic nuclei, which can generate high-energy 
charged particles, are not reproducible in laboratories on Earth. Although the 
LHC (large hadron collider) at CERN is now accelerating protons up to 7 TeV 
(CERN Webpage, 2010), this is still far below the energies reached in some 
astrophysical contexts: cosmic-ray particles with energies as high as 108 TeV 
have been recorded (Andringa and The Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2010).
1.3.1 Supernova Remnants
When a sufficiently massive star reaches the end of its life, it undergoes a violent 
explosion known as a supernova, releasing energy ~  1044 J. Supernovae occur, 
on average, roughly every 30 years within our Galaxy. The duration of the 
explosion can be in the order of seconds, expelling particles and other material 
into space at high velocities, up to one-tenth the speed of light. The gaseous 
cloud comprising the constituents of the former star is termed a supernova 
remnant (SNR). In such systems, up to 10 % of the energy released may go into 
particle acceleration through shock acceleration. SNRs can be categorised into 
three types; shell-type, plerionic and composite.
If the supernova remnant displays emission from a spherical shell and has 
no central power source, the remnant is shell-type. Most of the radiation from 
shell-type remnants comes from shock interactions of the filamentary shell with 
the interstellar medium into which it expands. VHE gamma-ray emission could 
be produced as a result of acceleration in the supernova shock front of hadrons, 
which produce neutral pions in collisions, with the neutral pions then decaying 
to gamma rays.
A supernova remnant which displays emission from a filled centre is known as 
a plerion. Plerions are thought to be powered by a central spinning neutron star
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(a pulsar) or a black hole (depending on the mass of the original star) which 
is surrounded by a magnetically supported non-thermal plasma. Relativistic 
electrons are produced by shock acceleration in the pulsar-driven wind and lose 
energy via synchrotron radiation, with inverse-Compton scattering boosting 
the radiation to VHE gamma rays. In a plerion such as the Crab Nebula, the 
high-energy electrons emit radio to X-ray synchrotron radiation as they travel 
through the magnetic field of the inner nebula with electrons being continually 
injected into the nebula from the pulsar. The Crab Nebula was the first gamma- 
ray source reliably detected at TeV energies (Weekes et al., 1989) and has also 
been detected by other experiments including HEGRA (Lucarelli et al., 2003). 
This source is now regarded as a standard candle for TeV observations, since 
its TeV emission appears to be steady.
Composite SNRs are a cross between shell-type and plerion remnants. They 
may appear shell-like, plerionic or both depending on the energy range observed.
1.3.2 Pulsars
Pulsars are rapidly rotating, highly magnetised neutron stars. Electrons travel­
ling along the strong dipole magnetic field can emit synchrotron radiation along 
its axis of the dipole, which is inclined with respect to the rotational axis.
The power to produce emission from pulsars is generated by the slowing 
down of the spinning neutron star. It was shown by Pacini (1967), Gold (1968) 
and Goldreich and Julian (1969) that if a spinning neutron star were to exist in 
a vacuum, an intense surface electric field would exist parallel to the magnetic 
field lines ejecting charged particles from the neutron star surface and quickly 
forming a co-rotating plasma, called the magnetosphere, distributed in such a 
way as to balance the electric and magnetic fields. Such a co-rotating plasma 
is not completely possible since portions of the plasma, beyond what is known 
as the light cylinder, would be forced to move faster than the speed of light. 
The magnetic field lines become open at this point and particles can be ejected 
from the magnetosphere. Under certain circumstances, charges cannot be easily
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replenished from the surface of the neutron star and the outflow of particles from 
the system can lead to a deficit in the charge density in certain regions of the 
magnetosphere, just above the surface of the neutron star at the pole (the polar 
cap) and along the edge of the closed magnetosphere near to the light cylinder 
(the outer gap). In these regions, the electric field is not constrained by the 
plasma to be perpendicular to the magnetic field and particle acceleration can 
occur. The polar cap model (Sturrock, 1971; Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975), 
the outer gap model (Cheng et al., 1986; Romani, 1996; Hirotani, 2001) and 
the slot-gap model (Muslimov and Harding, 2004; Harding et al., 2008) are the 
three main emission mechanisms proposed for pulsars.
1.3.3 Pulsar Wind Nebulae
Pulsars can drive powerful winds of highly relativistic particles. Confinement 
of these winds leads to the formation of strong shocks, produced in collisions 
of the relativistic winds with the surrounding interstellar gas, which may accel­
erate particles to ~  PeV energies. Evidence for high-energy electrons in pul­
sar wind nebulae (PWNe) is provided by the observation of both synchrotron 
emission in the radio range through to the high-energy gamma-ray range and 
inverse-Compton radiation in the high-energy and VHE gamma-ray ranges. The 
synchrotron photon energy flux of the highly relativistic PWN electron popu­
lation is proportional to both the total number of electrons and the magnetic 
field energy density. As a result of interactions of relativistic particles with the 
magnetic field and low-energy synchrotron radiation, the non-thermal gamma 
radiation (up to ~  100 TeV) is produced by low-energy processes. The ratio 
of X-ray to gamma-ray emission is then related to the magnetic field in the 
pulsar wind nebula. Given the general difficulty of estimating the magnetic 
field in such objects, it is hard to probe the spatial and energy distributions of 
the accelerated particles with X-ray observations alone. Measurements of high- 
energy gamma-ray radiation resulting from inverse-Compton scattering have a 
considerable advantage in that they provide a direct view of the parent par-
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tide population if the target photon fields are spatially uniform and have a 
well-known density.
It was recently found by H.E.S.S. that (on a statistical basis) pulsars with 
high spin-down energy-loss rates are accompanied by VHE emission. With the 
increasing number of detections of PWNe and PWN candidates powered by 
high spin-down flux pulsars, VHE gamma-rays are likely to be a useful tool for 
discovering more of these types of objects (Aharonian et al., 2007).
The best-studied example of a PWN is the Crab Nebula, which exhibits 
strong non-thermal emission across most of the electromagnetic spectrum from 
radio to > 50 TeV gamma-rays (Hillas et al., 1998; Tanimori et al., 1998; Aha­
ronian et al., 2004).
1.3.4 Binary Systems and Microquasars
Binary systems in which a dense, compact, collapsed object (a neutron star or 
a black hole) is tightly orbited by a companion star are good candidates for 
VHE gamma-ray emission. The intense gravity of the compact object pulls 
matter from the companion star to form an accretion disk around the compact 
object, with X-rays originating from the inner region of the accretion disk. 
Such X-ray binaries are often classified as low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) or 
high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) depending on the mass of the companion 
star. VHE gamma rays could be generated if charged particles are accelerated 
to high energies in shock fronts arising from interaction between the intense 
stellar winds of the compact object and companion star or from interactions of 
the stellar winds with the accretion disc.
Some X-ray binary systems are observed to have collimated jets. Black-hole 
X-ray binaries with relativistic jets mimic (on a much smaller scale) many of 
the phenomena seen in quasars and are thus often called microquasars. The key 
difference is the distinct order of magnitude of the most significant parameters, 
especially the mass of the compact object (Paredes, 2005). These parameter 
differences are summarised in Table 1.3. The presence of relativistic jets, indi­
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cated by radio observations of microquasars, would suggest that particles can 
be accelerated to high energies, similar to those observed in AGN.
To date, VHE emission has been detected from four binary systems (all of 
them involving a compact object and a massive companion star): LS 5039, LS 
I +61 303, PSR B1259—63 and Cyg X -l. LS 5039 was first identified as a VHE 
emitter by the H.E.S.S. Collaboration (Aharonian et al., 2005a). Although 
this object is usually considered a microquasar, the jet is weak, and the VHE 
emission is modulated at the orbital period suggesting that this emission is not 
associated with the jet (Aharonian et al., 2006a). The VERITAS Collaboration 
and the MAGIC Collaboration discovered VHE gamma-ray emission from LS 
I +61 303 (Acciari et al., 2008; Albert et al., 2006a). The emission is highest 
close to apastron, when the compact object is furthest from the Be companion 
star, and is not detected at periastron. LS I +61 303 was originally thought to 
be a microquasar but the nature of the compact object is not at all clear. In the 
case of PSR B1259—63 (Aharonian et al., 2005c), detected at VHE energies by 
the H.E.S.S. group, the compact object is known to be a pulsar with a period of
47.7 ms orbiting a Be star in a highly eccentric 3.5 yr orbit (Manchester et al., 
1995). Cyg X -l is a HMXB in which a blue supergiant star orbits a putative 
black hole. The MAGIC Collaboration reported VHE emission from Cyg X -l 
(Albert et al., 2007), although the signal was detected only in one 79-minute 
interval and has not been confirmed by other instruments.
In addition to these sources, a fifth object, HESS J0632+057, may also be 
an example of this class of “gamma-ray binaries” . This object is one of only 
two unidentified VHE gamma-ray point sources and its VHE emission has been 
shown to be variable (Acciari et al., 2009b). It is possibly associated with a 
massive Be star (MWC 148) and may resemble LS I +61 303 or LS 5039.
For all of these systems, it seems likely that the VHE emission arises from 
mechanisms similar to those operating in PWNe rather than being associated 
with any jet features.
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Feature Quasars Microquasars
Black-hole mass
Accretion-disk size
Mean temperature 
of the accretion disk
Characteristic wavelength 
of the disk radiation
Distance travelled by jets
Several million solar masses 
~  109 km 
Several thousand degrees
UV and optical
Millions of light-years
Few solar masses 
~  103 km 
Several million degrees
X-rays to gamma rays
Few light-years
Table 1.3: Some differing parameters between quasars and microquasars.
Adapted from Kaufman Bernado (2004).
1.3.5 Active Galactic Nuclei
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are galaxies with a central unresolved nucleus 
which is much brighter than the rest of the galaxy. The emission is spread 
widely across the electromagnetic spectrum and is spatially unresolved except 
in the radio band, where there is sometimes evidence of collimated outflows or 
jets of charged particles travelling at relativistic speeds, as shown for example 
in Figure 1.5. The emission shows fluctuations on timescales from years to 
minutes; from causality arguments the short time scale variation implies a very 
compact emission region. The emission is mainly dominated by non-thermal 
processes. To date, only three classes of extragalactic objects, blazars, radio 
galaxies and starburst galaxies have been detected at VHE gamma-ray level. 
Blazars, which include BL Lacertae objects and FSRQs, are a class of AGN 
whose collimated jets are orientated within a few degrees of our line of sight. 
Non-blazar sources detected in TeV gamma rays include the FR1 galaxy M 87 
(Aharonian et al., 2003, 2006b), and the starburst M 82 (Acciari et al., 2009a; 
Abdo et al., 2010). The main elements of AGN are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.5: Artist’s impression of an active galactic nucleus (Berry, 1995).
1.3.6 Gamma-Ray Bursts
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are intense flashes of gamma rays which generally 
appear to last for milliseconds up to seconds and come at random times and from 
random directions in the sky. They are often followed by “afterglow” emission at 
longer wavelengths (X-ray, UV, optical, IR and radio). Gamma-ray bursts are 
described as either long or short depending on whether their duration is longer 
or shorter than 2 seconds, but whether they are long or short, gamma-ray bursts 
can briefly be the brightest gamma-ray objects in the sky. Quantifying their 
duration is difficult as it depends upon the slew time of the telescope, and 
the sensitivity and timing resolution of the detecting system. GRB models of 
long duration gamma-ray bursts suggest that the intense, but brief, emission of 
energy may be caused by the core-collapse of a rapidly rotating high-mass star 
into a singularity, resulting in collimated emission. Short-duration gamma-ray 
bursts, which make up less than half of all gamma-ray bursts, differ from long 
gamma-ray bursts, not just in duration but also in their energy distribution. 
Short-duration gamma-ray bursts appear to be due to other processes, possibly 
the collision of two neutron stars orbiting in a binary system. To date, TeV 
emission has not been detected in association with any GRB.
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1.4 Thesis Overview
The main goal of this work is to search for emission of TeV gamma rays from 
the starbui'st galaxy IC 342. From October 2003 to April 2004, IC 342 was ob­
served with the Whipple 10-metre telescope, which is located on Mount Hopkins, 
southern Arizona. The data recorded were subjected to a range of analyses.
Chapter 2 discusses the range of instrumentation and techniques used to 
detect VHE gamma rays. Chapter 3 describes the design and operation of the 
Whipple 10-metre telescope. Chapter 4 deals with the basic features of AGN 
and starburst galaxies. Chapter 5 describes the range of analysis methodologies 
used. Chapter 6 discusses the results of applying these analysis methodologies 
to the recorded data.
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Chapter 2
Detection of Very High Energy 
Gamma Radiation
2.1 Introduction
Gamma rays with energies above ~  1 TeV cannot be detected directly. On the 
one hand, they are absorbed high in the Earth’s atmosphere. On the other hand, 
the collection areas and detector thicknesses possible with satellites are too small 
(because of payload limitations) for the very low flux and high penetrating power 
of the radiation. Moreover, it is not possible to focus gamma-ray photons. At 
somewhat lower energies in the GeV range, detectors making use of electron- 
positron pair production can be carried on satellites while at even lower energies 
in the MeV range, scintillation detectors (e.g., sodium iodide) can be used.
2.2 Satellite-Based Gamma-Ray Detection
For photon energy above a few MeV, the interaction length in matter is of the 
order 30 g cm-2 . Since the Earth’s atmosphere is about 1030 g cm-2 thick, the 
only method of directly detecting high-energy gamma radiation is with space- 
based instruments. However, satellite detectors have small effective collection 
areas due to size and weight restrictions imposed on them for launching from 
Earth, and this limits the highest energies which can be detected by satellites.
The first gamma-ray detector placed into orbit was carried on board the 
Explorer-XI satellite in 1961. In total, it detected less than 100 gamma-ray pho­
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tons, and these appeared to come from random directions. Such a background 
detection was expected for cosmic rays which originate from random direc­
tions in the interstellar medium. In 1972 NASA launched the Small Astronomy 
Satellite (SAS-2) (Fichtel et al., 1975), followed later in 1975 by the European 
COS-B satellite (Swanenburg et al., 1981), and it was with the advent of these 
satellites that point sources of gamma-ray photons were first detected. Among 
the results achieved by these satellites was the detection of pulsed gamma-ray 
emission from Vela and from the Crab Nebula.
The success of these missions provided the impetus for larger and more 
sensitive instruments to improve detection in this field.
2.2.1 The Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory
The Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) was launched by space shuttle 
in April 1991. The instruments on board the CGRO were of much higher 
technical specification than its predecessors, including a much larger effective 
collection area, and greater angular and energy resolution. The satellite itself 
carried four different detectors which when combined provided energy range 
coverage from 30 keV to 30 GeV. The instruments on board the CGRO were:
• COMPTEL: The Compton Telescope operated in the energy range 0.75 
MeV to 30 MeV (Zhang et al., 2002). COMPTEL was important to 
nuclear astrophysics where reactions occur in events such as novae and 
supernovae.
• BATSE: The Burst And Transient Source Experiment operated in the 20 
keV to 1 MeV energy range. BATSE employed eight independent sodium 
iodide scintillator detectors, one at each corner of the satellite, to provide 
a continuous view of all parts of the sky not obscured by the Earth. While 
an individual BATSE module could not record the direction the direction 
of the incident gamma ray, the relative strength of the burst signal in each 
module resulted in an approximate triangulation of the burst position.
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• OSSE: The Orientated Scintillator Spectrometer Experiment operated in 
the 100 keV to 10 MeV energy range and comprised four independent 
collimated scintillators which allowed the detector to focus on a single 
source. The independent modules could also view a background region 
simultaneously for comparison with the source region, allowing OSSE to 
detect sources much weaker than those routinely observed by BATSE.
• EGRET: The Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope operated in 
the 30 MeV to 30 GeV energy range (Tavani et al., 1999). The EGRET 
experiment was of the most interest to the VHE gamma-ray community 
since it operated at the high end of the energy spectrum of all the exper­
iments based on board the CGRO. The EGRET instrument was a pair- 
production telescope, similar in design to SAS-2 and COS-B but with a 
much larger effective collection area and greater sensitivity.
EGRET consisted of a spark chamber, divided into two parts. Electron- 
positron pairs generated by incident gamma rays passing through the 
upper section of the spark chamber were traced through the remainder of 
the upper and lower chambers into a sodium iodide crystal where their 
energy was deposited and detected. An anti-coincidence shield eliminated 
triggering of events caused by cosmic rays. The CGRO, of which EGRET 
was an element, de-orbited in June 2000 (Harris, 2002). A  diagram of 
EGRET is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 
of gamma-ray sources and gamma-ray bursts 
BATSE. respectively.
■I 1 ^
2.2.2 INTEGRAL ' ' [!^il
The INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory was 
tober 2002 (Beckmann et al., 2005) and consists of four instruments: a gamma- 
ray spectrometer (20 keV — 8 MeV), an imager (15 keV — 10 MeV), an X-ray 
monitor (3 eV — 35 keV) and an optical monitor, allowing simultaneous obser­
vations of a source in the visible, X-ray and gamma-ray bands.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic and operational diagram of EGRET. Images taken from 
http: / /imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/features/bios /  thompson/egret.html and
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.g0v /d 0cs/cgr0/egret/egret_d0c.htm l#secl.
2.2.3 Swift
The Swift gamma-ray burst explorer is a joint European (U.K., Italy and 
France) and U.S. satellite which was launched in November 2004 (Burrows et al., 
2005). On board Swift is the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) which can detect 
and locate gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) to arcminute precision. The satellite can 
then swiftly reposition itself so that the other two instruments on board, the 
X-Ray Telescope (XRT) and the Ultra Violet Optical Telescope (UVOT), will 
detect the afterglow of GRBs and locate them to sub arcsecond positions.
2.2.4 AGILE
The Astro-rivelatore Gamma a Immagini L ’Eggero (Light Imaging Detector for 
Gamma-ray Astronomy) is an Italian mission launched in April 2007 (AGILE 
Webpage, 2007; Longo, 2007). AGILE was the first gamma-ray telescope to use 
solid-state detection instead of the spark chamber detection method. This re­
sults in excellent angular resolution but confined to a limited energy resolution. 
AGILE can detect gamma-ray photons in the 30 MeV — 50 GeV energy range 
(Mereghetti et al., 1999; Pellizzoni et al., 2003).
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Figure 2.2: The third EGRET catalogue of high-energy gamma-ray sources 
(Hartman et al., 1999).
2.2.5 Fermi
The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (formally known as the Gamma-ray 
Large Area Space Telescope, GLAST) launched in June 2008 (Fermi Webpage, 
2008) is a next-generation satellite gamma-ray detector. The Fermi satellite 
carries two telescopes: the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and the Gamma-ray 
Burst Monitor (GBM). The LAT detects gamma-ray sources in the 20 MeV 
to 300 GeV energy range (Chen et al., 2004), employing silicon detector strips 
to give precise tracking of electron-positron cascades. Each silicon strip is sur­
rounded by a plastic anti-coincidence shield to prevent triggering by events 
not associated with gamma rays. The energy measurement is provided by a 
segmented caesium iodide scintillation calorimeter, located between the silicon 
strips. The GBM employs 12 sodium iodide scintillation detectors and 2 bis-
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Figure 2.3: Map of the sky showing the distribution of gamma-ray bursts, 
based on observations by BATSE, on-board the CGRO. Image taken from 
http: / /cossc. gsfc. nasa. gov /  docs /  cgro/batse / .
muth germanate scintillation detectors, and continues the work of BATSE by 
providing positional and spectral information for gamma-ray bursts.
As Fermi does not use any consumables such as spark chamber gas, it is 
expected to have a larger duty cycle than EGRET (on board the CGRO). 
Although it is only twice as heavy as EGRET, Fermi outperforms its predecessor 
by a factor of ~  30. An exciting feature of Fermi is the overlap in detectable 
energy range with newer ground-based telescopes.
2.3 Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Detection
Gamma rays in the VHE energy range and above are so energetic that it is very 
difficult to produce them even in the most extreme astrophysical environments, 
and the flux falls rapidly with increasing energy. As a result satellite-based
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Satellite Name Operating Period Energy Range
SAS-2
COS-B
CGRO
INTEGRAL
Swift
AGILE
Fermi
1972 -  1973 
1975 -  1982 
1991 -  2000 
2002 — Present 
2004 — Present
2007 — Present
2008 — Present
20 MeV -  1 GeV 
2 keV -  5 GeV 
30 keV -  30 GeV 
15 keV — 10 MeV 
0.2 keV -  150 keV 
30 MeV -  50 GeV 
20 MeV -  300 GeV
Table 2.1: A summary of some space-based gamma-ray detectors.
detectors have very limited gamma-ray photon detection at the highest ener­
gies. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, satellite-based detectors have small 
effective collection areas due to size and weight restrictions imposed on them 
for launching from Earth. Ground-based detectors can overcome the problem of 
having a small effective collection area, but must rely on detecting the radiation 
indirectly because incident gamma-ray photons collide and interact with the 
Earth’s atmosphere. Such collisions of high-energy photons produce secondary 
charged particle cascades in the upper atmosphere where the energy of the inci­
dent gamma-ray photon is transferred to the cascade of the secondary charged 
particles which propagate towards the ground. This burst of secondary charged 
particles is termed an extensive air shower (EAS) and it is by detection of ra­
diation from these shower particles that gamma-ray photons can be detected 
indirectly at ground level.
Only a tiny proportion of extensive air showers in the Earth’s atmosphere are 
generated by gamma-ray photons. The vast majority of EASs are generated by 
cosmic-ray protons and heavier nuclei which arrive at Earth from random direc­
tions. However, gamma-ray-initiated showers and cosmic-ray-initiated showers 
have different characteristics, which proves significant for discrimination pur­
poses.
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2.3.1 Gamma-Ray-Induced Showers
A gamma-ray-induced extensive air shower is initiated when a high-energy 
gamma ray interacts with the Earth’s atmosphere to produce a relativistic 
electron-positron pair (see Figure 2.4). This electron-positron pair will then 
radiate gamma rays via Bremsstrahlung in the electric field of atmospheric nu­
clei. In turn, these gamma rays can produce more electron-positron pairs which 
can undergo further Bremsstrahlung and so on, creating a particle avalanche or 
cascade. The resulting cascade of photons, electrons and positrons travels in the 
direction of the original incident gamma ray. A small amount of lateral broad­
ening of the shower occurs due to Coulomb scattering of shower electrons off 
loosely-bound atomic electrons, forming a disc some metres thick perpendicular 
to the trajectory of the initial incident gamma ray.
The cascade initially develops exponentially and, depending on the energy 
of the incident gamma ray, can contain thousands of particles. The growth of 
the shower is halted when the photon energy drops below ~  86 MeV, when 
ionisation losses begin to dominate over radiative losses. The resulting shower 
energy then dissipates via ionisation of atmospheric atoms. Most of the charged 
particles are generated at a height of 6 km — 10 km above sea level in the 
atmosphere.
A  very small muonic component can occur in the shower due to photon- 
photon collisions or photonuclear production of pions which can then decay 
into muons. These mechanisms are listed in Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
(2.1) 
(2.2)
(2.3)
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Sea level
Figure 2.4: Structure of an extensive air shower (EAS) produced by the inter­
action of a very high energy gamma-ray photon with the Earth’s atmosphere 
(adapted from Gammell (2004)). Note that this diagram is not to scale.
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2.3.2 Cosmic-Ray-Induced Showers
The vast majority of extensive air showers are initiated by cosmic rays 
(hadrons), most of which are protons. When such a high-energy charged parti­
cle collides with an atmospheric nucleus (e.g., nitrogen or oxygen), part of the 
energy is converted into matter. The fragments of the incident nucleus and the 
new secondary particles formed travel through the atmosphere at high velocity 
until another nuclear reaction takes place in which more particles are created 
and so on. The number of charged particles in this cascade increases until 
the shower reaches its maximum development, the point at which the particles 
begin to be absorbed by the atmosphere (see Figure 2.5).
The interactions in the nuclear cascade can lead to the production of 7r 
mesons. The uncharged tt° decay into two gamma-ray photons, which in turn 
can initiate electromagnetic cascades as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Charged pi- 
ons decay into muons and (anti)neutrinos, so in contrast to gamma-ray-induced 
showers, hadronic showers have a large muonic component.
p + p  - -> 7T° /  7r+ /  7T +  other fragments (2.4)
7T° - -» 7 +  7 (2.5)
7T+ - (2.6)
n~ - ■* +  Vfi (2.7)
Some of the muons can subsequently decay into electrons and neutrinos via 
the following reaction:
fj,+ -> e+ +  +  ve (2.8)
/1~ —> e+ +  Up +  &e (2.9)
As hadron-initiated showers have three separate components, there is a much
larger variation from shower to shower compared to a purely electromagnetic
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shower. The pions created in the collisions between the cosmic rays and the 
atmospheric nuclei can be emitted at wide angles to the incident cosmic-ray di­
rection. This results in a shower which has a much larger transverse momentum 
component and greater asymmetry than the purely electromagnetic showers.
The interaction length for the initiating cosmic ray is ~  80 g cm-2 , which 
means that on average, nucleonic cascades will develop deeper in the atmosphere 
than those initiated by gamma rays, which have a much shorter interaction 
length of cv 38 g cm 2.
2.3.3 Cherenkov Emission
During their brief existence in the extensive air shower, charged particles possess 
a large amount of energy derived from the initial gamma-ray or cosmic-ray 
particle and may travel at velocities faster than the local speed of light. When 
a charged particle travels at velocity v through a dielectric medium, at a speed 
higher than the local speed of light for that medium, electromagnetic radiation 
is emitted. This is known as Cherenkov radiation, after the Russian scientist 
who first discovered the phenomenon in 1934. This radiation is emitted not by 
the charged particle, but by the local medium which the particle traverses.
As a charged particle travels through a medium, it induces transient elec­
tric dipoles in the local medium. If the charged particle travels at a velocity 
v > n (w^ere n is the local refractive index), no dipoles are created in the region 
ahead of the travelling charged particle: the charged particle is essentially trav­
elling faster than its own electric field. As the charged particle passes through 
the medium (v >  ^), it polarises molecules in the surrounding medium; these 
molecules then emit a pulse of radiation in the UV/visible region of the electro­
magnetic spectrum as they relax to the unpolarised state. As the charged parti­
cle travels, these pulses interfere constructively to produce a coherent wavefront 
at an angle 6 with respect to the direction of the motion of the charged particle. 
In a way, this is the optical equivalent of a sonic boom. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.6. The angle 9 is given by:
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Figure 2.5: Structure of an extensive air shower (EAS) produced by the inter­
action of a very high energy cosmic-ray particle with the Earth’s atmosphere 
(from Gammell (2004)). Note that this diagram is not to scale.
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where t is time, v is the velocity of the charged particle and f3 (~  v/c) is the 
ratio of the particle velocity to the velocity of light in a vacuum.
The Cherenkov light distribution produced from a gamma-ray-initiated EAS 
differs from that of a cosmic-ray-initiated EAS. Cherenkov light retains the orig­
inal direction of the incident photon. When a Cherenkov telescope is tracking 
a VHE gamma-ray source, the Cherenkov image of an EAS produced by a 
gamma ray from that source will point toward the centre of the camera since 
the axis of the EAS will be orientated parallel to the optic axis of the telescope. 
Cosmic-ray showers, however, arrive randomly distributed and the resulting 
EAS images point in all directions in the camera. Moreover, gamma-ray show­
ers produce narrow, compact, elliptical Cherenkov images, whereas cosmic-ray- 
initiated showers produce images which are much broader and asymmetrical. 
Figure 2.7 shows Monte Carlo simulations of EASs induced by gamma rays and 
cosmic rays.
The differences in shape between the Cherenkov images from EASs can 
be used to discriminate between gamma-ray-initiated events and cosmic-ray- 
initiated events. Taking into account the characteristics such as shape, length, 
size and orientation expected for a gamma-ray-like Cherenkov image enables us 
to reject most of the unwanted background noise (i.e., cosmic rays) while retain­
ing a large proportion of the gamma-ray component. This imaging technique 
results in much improved ability to detect gamma rays and screen out cosmic 
rays.
2.3.4 Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
An imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope (IACT) can directly record the 
Cherenkov light images of EASs, allowing us to discriminate between gamma- 
ray and cosmic-ray events. The Cherenkov light from an EAS spreads over an
(a) v < -
n
(b) v  >  -  
n
(c) Geometry of Chereiikov emission
Figure 2.6: Propagation of pulses from moving charged particles in a dielectric 
medium in the cases where the charged particle is moving (a) slower and (b) 
faster then the speed of light in the medium. Constructive interference between 
the potentials occurs along the emission wavefront depicted in (c).
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(a) 0.1 TeV photon shower (b) 0.1 TeV proton shower
Figure 2.7: Monte Carlo simulations of extensive air showers can be used to 
map the development of an EAS cascade. Shown here are the longitudinal 
developments of a cascade initiated by (a) a single 0.1 TeV photon and (b) a 
single 0.1 TeV proton. Red tracks are used to indicate gamma rays, electrons 
and positrons. Remaining tracks consist of the muonic component of the shower 
(from Cogan (2006)). The longitudinal scale of this cascade is from sea level to 
~  25 km a.s.l. and lateral ~  1 km radius from the cascade axis.
Properties Gamma Ray Cosmic Ray
Interaction length 
into atmosphere
~  38 g cm-2 ~  80 g cm-2
EAS initiates High in the atmosphere Deeper down 
in the atmosphere
EAS transverse shape Narrow Broad
Cherenkov light Mostly blue Blue & larger 
UV component
Cherenkov image 
shape
Narrow, elliptical, 
well-formed
Broad, 
more amorphous
Cherenkov image 
orientation
Points towards 
centre of camera
No preferential 
direction
Table 2.2: A  summary of gamma-ray and cosmic-ray shower properties.
area of ~  104 m2 at ground level, and the effective collection area of an IACT is 
comparable to this. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The detector is basically a 
light collector which reflects light onto a camera situated in its focal plane and 
records an image. The reflector surface is comprised of small tesselated polished 
mirrors. Whilst the mirrors are profiled to achieve the best image quality, it is 
the camera which is decisive for good Cherenkov image sensitivity. The camera 
is composed of an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), accompanied by fast 
signal-processing electronics. The size of each PMT determines the angular 
resolution of the telescope while the number of PMTs determines the field of 
view. High sensitivity and good time resolution are very important as the 
Cherenkov pulses are extremely weak and short (typically lasting less then 5 
ns), and very short electronic gate intervals help to eliminate the effect of night- 
sky brightness fluctuations. In this way, IACTs have become the most sensitive 
technique for observing TeV gamma rays. Figure 2.9 shows the four main types 
of image seen by an IACT telescope. The Cherenkov light image of an EAS 
produced by a gamma ray will point towards the centre of the camera since
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the axis of the EAS will be orientated parallel to the optic axis of the IACT 
telescope. This is shown in Figure 2.9 (a). Figure 2.9 (b) shows an IACT image 
of a cosmic ray. A cosmic-ray image will generally not point towards the centre 
of the camera since the axis of the EAS is not orientated parallel to the optic 
axis of the IACT telescope. Figure 2.9 (c) shows an instantly recognisable image 
of a muon ring and Figure 2.9 (d) shows random fluctuations of background sky 
noise when the IACT telescope is triggered in the absence of a Cherenkov signal.
2.3.5 Cherenkov Wavefront Detectors
The energy threshold of ground-based telescope detectors is primarily dependent 
on their mirror area. To lower the threshold by a factor of ten requires an 
increase in mirror area by two orders of magnitude. Solar power plants, with 
their large mirror areas, can be utilised as instruments of VHE gamma-ray 
detection during the night. Each heliostat mirror can move independently to 
follow a source and can be aligned to reflect the light collected to a secondary 
mirror located high up on a tower. From this, each heliostat can be focused 
onto a single PMT. Rather than determining the initiator of the EAS via the 
shape of the Cherenkov image (as with IACTs), the duration or arrival time 
and Cherenkov photon density is used to determine the direction and energy 
of the Cherenkov light. Two such Cherenkov wavefront detectors (CWD) are 
CELESTE and STACEE.
• CELESTE: The Cherenkov Low Energy Sampling and Timing Experi­
ment was situated on the former Électricité de France solar plant in the 
French Pyrenees at the Thémis site at an altitude of 1650 m (Holder and 
The CELESTE Collaboration, 2001). The solar array consisted of forty 
54-m2 heliostats which directed the Cherenkov light, via secondary optics 
at the top of a 100 m tall tower, towards PMTs instrumented with flash 
analogue to digital converters (FADCs). CELESTE operated from Oc­
tober 1999 to June 2004 (Brion, 2004) and in its first year detected the 
Crab Nebula above 50 GeV with a significance of 5.7 a (de Naurois, 2001)
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Gamma Ray ~ 0.1 Gev -  10 GeV
Figure 2.8: Ground-based gamma-ray detectors. Adapted from Quinn (1997).
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and detected Mrk 501 above 100 GeV with a weak significance of 2.9 a 
(Smith et al., 2006).
• STACEE: The Solar Tower Atmospheric Effect Experiment (see Figure 
2.10) was located at the National Solar Thermal Test Facility (NSTTF), 
at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. 
STACEE was in a state of development from 1997 and has been fully 
operational since spring 2002 (Gingrich et al., 2005). Sixty-four of the 
220 heliostats, each of area 37 m2, were used during clear moonless nights 
to collect Cherenkov light from air showers and direct it onto five sec­
ondary mirrors located near the top of a 61 m tower. The total collection 
area of the sixty-four heliostats was over 2300 m2. The secondary mirrors 
focused the Cherenkov light into groups of PMTs such that each PMT 
viewed a single heliostat. STACEE detected Mrk 421 above 100 GeV 
with a detection significance of 5.9 a (Carson et al., 2007) and detected 
the Crab Nebula above 190 GeV with a detection significance of 6.75 a 
(Oser et al., 2001). STACEE was decommissioned in June 2007.
2.3.6 Extensive Air Shower Detectors
At TeV energies, the number of particles that reach ground level is too small 
for reconstruction of the shower parameters with standard air-shower arrays, 
made of several detectors spread over a large area. Since extensive air shower 
detectors (EASDs) trigger on shower size, they can operate at a lower threshold 
energy if they have the ability to detect these small showers. An instrument 
capable of sampling a larger fraction of the EAS can be achieved by operating at 
very high altitude in order to approach the maximum size development of low- 
energy showers, using a full covering layer of counters to provide high-resolution 
sampling of the showers and covering the detector array with a layer of lead 
to increase the number of charged particles by conversion of shower photons 
(thereby lowering the energy threshold and reducing the time fluctuations of 
the shower front).
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EASDs where water (rather than a lead layer) covers the array of detec­
tors are known as water-Cherenkov EASDs. In such a setup, charged particles 
entering the detector travel at a velocity greater than the local phase veloc­
ity of light in water and emit Cherenkov radiation. A double layer of PMTs, 
placed around the water pool are employed to detect the Cherenkov light. The 
upper layer detects the shower front and the bottom layer detects emission 
from highly penetrating muons. Since cosmic-ray showers are muon-rich and 
gamma-ray showers are muon-deficient, any shower with high muon content may 
be rejected as background noise. The arrival times and the density of charged 
particles at each detector can be used to determine the arrival direction and 
estimate the energy of the shower initiator, respectively.
EASDs are not restricted to night-time observations and may be operated 
twenty-four hours a day; they also have a large field of view. However, because 
extensive air shower detectors only cover a fraction of the ground compared to 
the shower radius of curvature, they usually have a high energy threshold. Two 
examples of EASDs, Milagro and ARGO-YBJ, are shown in Figure 2.10.
• Milagro: Milagro was a water-Cherenkov extensive air shower detector 
(w-C EASD) located at the Fenton Hill site of Los Alamos National Lab­
oratory, about 56 km west of Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA, at an alti­
tude of 2630 m above sea level (750 g cm-2) (Atkins et al., 2004). The 
reservoir measured 80 m x 60 m x 8 m (depth), contained 23 million 
litres of water (Morales, 2002) and was covered by a light-tight barrier. 
The PMT layers were arranged on a 2.8 m x 2.8 m grid. The top layer 
of PMTs, which lay under 1.4 m of water, contained 450 PMTs whilst 
the bottom layer of PMTs, which lay under 6 m of water, contained 273 
PMTs. Milagro detected the Crab Nebula and Mrk 421 at significance 
levels of 6.3 a and 5.8 a, respectfully. Milagro was decommissioned in 
June 2008.
• ARGO-YBJ: The Astrophysical Radiation with Ground-based Observa­
tory at Yangbajing is an extensive air shower detector which has been
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successfully operated 4300 m above sea level (corresponding to a verti­
cal atmospheric depth of 606 g cm-2) in Tibet, China (30°.11 N, 90°.53 
E) since 1990. ARGO-YBJ currently consists of 761 fast-timing scintilla­
tion counters covering 50400 m2 and 28 high-density scintillation counters 
around the fast-timing counter array. In the inner 36900 m2, fast-timing 
counters are deployed at 7.5 m lattice intervals (Amenomori et al., 2005). 
The detector is composed of a single layer of resistive plate chambers 
(RPCs) grouped into units called “clusters” (5.7 m x 7.6 m). Each clus­
ter is made up of 12 RPCs (1.225 m x 2.850 m) and each RPC is read 
out using 10 pads, with dimensions 55.6 cm x 61.8 cm, representing the 
pixels of the detector. The clusters are arranged in a central full coverage 
carpet (130 clusters, ~  5600 m2, ~  93 % of active surface) surrounded 
by a sampling guard ring (~  40 % of coverage) in order to increase the 
effective area and improve the core location reconstruction. The detector 
is connected to two independent data-acquisition systems, corresponding 
to shower and scaler operation modes (Aielli et al., 2009).
2.4 Present Status and Next-Generation 
Ground-Based Detectors
Imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes have proven to be the most sensi­
tive and effective of all ground-based gamma-ray detectors in operation to date. 
Described here are five such systems currently operating: Whipple, VERITAS,
H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and CANGAROO. Whipple, VERITAS and MAGIC are lo­
cated in the northern hemisphere, whilst CANGAROO and H.E.S.S. are located 
in the southern hemisphere. Although they are situated in different locations 
around the world, their scientific goals all overlap.
New ground-based gamma-ray detectors coming into operation will be de­
signed with increased sensitivity in the VHE range and much lower energy 
thresholds and will overlap with new and upcoming satellite-based gamma-ray 
detectors. This will allow for observations at lower energies for the potential
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Figure 2.10: Some EAS detectors used for ground-based
gamma-ray detection. From the top down they are
STACEE (http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~stacee/index.html), Mila-
gro (http://www.lanl.gov/milagro/index.shtml) and ARGO-YBJ 
(http://english.ihep.cas.cn/rs/fs/200907/W020090818523546396863.jpg).
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detection of new sources and more sensitive and expanded coverage of existing 
sources.
The design of the IACT instrument itself functions as the main element 
in the discrimination of background cosmic-ray or hadronic events from the re­
quired gamma-ray signal. Two major designs that dominate the IACT field and 
expanding the VHE gamma-ray astrophysical horizon are large-area detectors 
and detector arrays.
2.4.1 Large-Area Detectors
More gamma-ray events can be recorded with a larger effective collection area. 
Ideally, the effective collection area should be comparable to the area of the 
Cherenkov light pool on the ground. The amount of light recorded from an 
EAS increases with increasing mirror area, effectively increasing the signal-to- 
noise ratio, thus it is possible to lower the threshold (lower energy events may 
be recorded due to a lower triggering threshold).
The Whipple gamma-ray telescope operated by the VERITAS Collabora­
tion at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory was the first such large-area 
telescope to be constructed, with a mirror aperture of 10 metres. The telescope 
is operated by on Mount Hopkins in southern Arizona at 2320 m above sea level. 
This system, which was used for the observation in this work, is described in 
more detail in Chapter 3.
The Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov telescopes are repre­
sentative of a new generation of IACTs for gamma-ray astronomy. The MAGIC 
telescope design has been optimised to achieve a trigger threshold lower than 
was possible with previous IACTs: MAGIC-I is designed to reach a trigger 
threshold of 30 GeV at zenith (Albert et al., 2006b). MAGIC-I, completed in 
autumn 2003, is located on the Canary Island of La Palma, 2225 m above sea 
level, and has a parabolic reflector with diameter 17 m and focal length 17 m 
(//D  =  1, total surface area 234 m2) (Bigongiari, 2005); the camera comprises 
576 hemispherical PMTs. The reflector shape is parabolic to minimise the time
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spread of Cherenkov light flashes on the focal plane. Aluminium mirrors were 
chosen instead of glass ones to reduce the weight of the reflecting surface and to 
allow for fast slewing of the telescope. For the same reason the telescope frame 
is made of carbon fibre tubes so that MAGIC-I can slew quickly in response to 
a GRB alert. In 2009, a second telescope, MAGIC-II was installed at a distance 
of 85 m from MAGIC-I. MAGIC-II was essentially the same characteristics as 
MAGIC-I except that camera of MAGIC-II uses improved PMTs. Using this 
stereoscopic arrangement a threshold of 25 GeV has so far been achieved (Aliu 
and The MAGIC Collaboration, 2008).
2.4.2 Detector Arrays
While lying in the Cherenkov light pool, an array of telescope detectors can 
record the image of an EAS stereoscopically from different points on the ground. 
Each detector records a different view of the EAS and on combining these 
different views, an image of the gamma-ray or cosmic-ray event is produced. The 
additional information gained by stereoscopic observations of EASs significantly 
improves event reconstruction, and can improve discrimination between gamma- 
ray and cosmic-ray events. The detector array also helps to eliminate accidental 
night-sky-brightness triggers and local muon events. Major detector arrays in 
operation today include:
• VERITAS: The Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array Sys­
tem is a next-generation ground-based gamma-ray observatory designed 
to operate in the range from 50 GeV to 50 TeV (Cogan and the VERITAS 
Collaboration, 2004). The VERITAS array consists of four 12m telescopes 
located at the FLWO basecamp. VERITAS Telescope-1 was operated as a 
stand-alone IACT instrument from February 2005. The 4-telescope array 
became fully operational in early 2007.
The VERITAS telescopes follow a Davies-Cotton optical design with 12 
m aperture and 12 m focal length, making it an / / I  system. The reflector 
comprises 350 individual hexagonal mirror facets, each with an area of
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0.322 m2, providing a total mirror area of ~  110 m2. The focal plane in­
strumentation of each telescope is a 499-element PMT camera, with 0.15° 
angular spacing giving a field of view of 3.5°. The PMT signals are digi­
tised by a custom-designed 500 MHz flash-analogue-to-digital converter 
(FADC) system. VERITAS employs a three-level trigger system: Level 
1 corresponds to the discriminators on each pixel, Level 2 is a pattern 
trigger for each telescope and Level 3 is the array trigger. Regular ob­
servations with the full four-telescope array started in September 2007, 
with approximately 1000 hr per year of observations taken. In the sum­
mer of 2009, two important upgrades were made to VERITAS. Firstly, 
Telescope-1 was moved to give a better array configuration. Secondly, the 
facet alignment on individual telescopes was refined to give better image 
definition.
• CANGAROO: The Collaboration of Australia and Nippon for a GAmma- 
Ray Observatory in the Outback completed its final development phase 
CANGAROO-III, in 2004. CANGAROO-III is a stereoscopic system con­
sisting of four IACTs located near Woomera, South Australia at 220 m 
above sea level. Each telescope has a 10 m diameter reflector consisting 
of 114 spherical mirror segments, each with diameter 0.80 m and radius of 
curvature 16.4 m. The segments are aligned on a parabolic frame of focal 
length 8 m. The total light-collecting area is 57 m2. The four telescopes 
are located at the corners of a diamond with spacings of approximately 
100 m (Enomoto et al., 2006; Mori and The CANGAROO Collaboration, 
2001).
• H.E.S.S.: The High Energy Stereoscopic System is located 1.8 km above 
sea level in the Khomas Highlands of Namibia, Africa. H.E.S.S. has been 
operating since June 2002 (Punch and The H.E.S.S. Collaboration, 2005). 
The detector consists of four 13 m-diameter (Aharonian et al., 2005b) 
IACTs arranged in a square of side 120 m. Each telescope mount has a 
tessellated mirror of 107 m2 area with a camera in the focal plane at 15
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Experiment Location Detection
Type
Operating
Period
Eth
(TeV)
HEGRA 
CELESTE 
STACEE 
Milagro 
ARGO-YBJ 
MAGIC 
Whipple 10m 
VERITAS 
CANGAROO 
H.E.S.S.
La Palma, Spain 
Themis, French Pyrenees 
New Mexico, USA 
New Mexico, USA 
Yangbajing, Tibet 
La Palma, Canary Islands 
Arizona, USA 
Arizona, USA 
Woomera, South Australia 
Namibia, Africa
IACT x 5 
CWD 
CWD 
w-C EASD 
EASD 
IACT x 2 
IACT x 1 
IACT x 4 
IACT x 4 
IACT x 4
1996 -  2002 
1999 -  2004
1997 -  2007 
1999 -  2008
1990 — present
2003 — present 
1967 — present 
2005 — present
2004 — present 
2002 — present
0.5
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.025
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
Table 2.3: A summary of some ground-based gamma-ray detectors with their 
claimed energy thresholds (Eth).
m. Each camera contains 960 PMTs with pixel size 0.16°; the overall field 
of view is 5°. The array is now known as H.E.S.S.-I.
Phase II (H.E.S.S.-II) was initiated in 2008, and involved placement of a 
very large single telescope at the centre of the H.E.S.S.-I array. The mirror 
collection area of H.E.S.S.-II is ~  600 m2, almost six times as large as that 
of the H.E.S.S.-I telescopes. The camera has a 3°-wide field of view and 
comprises ~  2000 PMTs with pixel size 0.07°, which will provide better 
image resolution than the original H.E.S.S.-I detector array. Two different 
modes of operation are foreseen of H.E.S.S.-II. In coincidence mode, the 
new telescope will be triggered by the H.E.S.S.-I array. In the energy range 
between 0.1 TeV and a few tens of TeV, this will increase the sensitivity 
of the array by at least a factor of two compared to H.E.S.S.-I. In stand­
alone mode, the energy threshold of the new telescope is expected to be 
~  30 GeV (van Eldik, 2006).
• MAGIC-II: As described in Section 2.4.1, the MAGIC-II array came into 
operation in 2009.
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Figure 2.11: Detector arrays used for ground-based gamma-
ray detection. From the top down they are VERITAS
(http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/Images/New_Array.jpg), H.E.S.S.
(http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/public/HESS_IMG/pages/imagel03.html) 
and CANGAROO (http://icrhp9.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/image/04Mar/AD080.jpg).
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Chapter 3
The Whipple 10-metre Imaging 
Atmospheric Cherenkov 
Telescope
3.1 Introduction
The Whipple 10m IACT at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory was con­
structed in 1968 by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. It is located 
on Mount Hopkins in southern Arizona, at an altitude of 2320 metres above sea 
level. The Arizona climate is ideal for observations using the IACT technique 
as there are typically eight or nine months of mostly clear, dry nights annually. 
The primary objective of Whipple 10m telescope is the detection and study of 
gamma-ray sources. It is currently operated by the VERITAS Collaboration.
The Whipple 10m IACT was the first instrument to detect the Crab Nebula 
at TeV energies (Weekes et al., 1989). Many other IACTs have since detected 
the Crab Nebula at TeV energies, and it is now regarded as a standard candle 
for TeV observations, since its TeV emission appears to be steady.
3.2 The Telescope System
The Whipple 10m IACT system may be subdivided into three primary sections: 
the reflector, the camera and the electronics.
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Figure 3.1: The Whipple 10m telescope, operated by the VERITAS Col­
laboration on Mount Hopkins in southern Arizona. Image taken from 
http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/old/Photos/sunset_slidel.html.
3.2.1 The Reflector
The reflector is based on the Davies-Cotton design (Davies and Cotton, 1957). 
This type of a reflector consists of a large support structure with radius of 
curvature 7.3 m on which is mounted a 10 m diameter reflector comprising 
248 identical hexagonal tessellated spherical mirror facets. Each mirror facet 
is coated with an aluminium substrate for high reflectivity in blue/ultraviolet 
light. The mirror facets are also anodised to protect them from weathering. The 
overall area of the reflector is 75 m2 with a focal length of 7.3 m, the distance 
at which the camera is housed. The radius of curvature of each mirror facet 
(14.6 m) is twice that of the spherical support structure. This type of design 
has a number of advantages.
1. The use of a large number of small mirrors means that the reflector is
relatively inexpensive to construct, maintain and repair compared with a 
single 10 m mirror.
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Figure 3.2: Optical configuration of Davies-Cotton design and reflector setup.
2. The alignment of the individual mirror facets is relatively simple. This 
is achieved by manually adjusting each mirror facet so that their central 
axes pass through a point at a distance of twice the focal length of the 
support frame from its centre along the axis frame (see Figure 3.2).
3. The overall structure of the telescope is strong and rigid.
4. Off-axis aberrations are small compared to parabolic reflectors.
The spherical design of the Whipple 10m telescope does have a distinct 
disadvantage, in that the system is anisochronous, i.e., there is a time difference 
between light travelling from different parts of the reflector to the camera. In 
general, light incident parallel to the telescope axis will reach the outer rim 
of the reflector earlier than light incident close to the axis. The difference in 
arrival times can be as broad as ±  6 ns. This is comparable to the duration of
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the Cherenkov pulse from an EAS (~  5 ns).
3.2.2 The Camera
Ultra high speed detection is required to capture the brief Cherenkov flashes, 
which typically last for only ~  10 ns. The Whipple 10m camera and electronics 
are designed to allow for exposure times comparable with the duration of the 
Cherenkov flashes.
The camera has undergone many upgrades since the telescope’s inception. 
The camera configuration relevant to the observations carried out for this the­
sis is the one which was in use from January 2003 onwards. In this configu­
ration, the camera consists of 379 half-inch Hamamatsu H3165 PMTs. [Prior 
to 2003, the camera included an extra 111 one-inch Hamamatsu R1398 PMTs 
located around the perimeter of the inner 379 PMTs as depicted in Figure 
3.3. These outer PMTs were used primarily to test fibre-optic communications 
before their removal in January 2003]. The Hamamatsu PMTs have several 
features which make them ideal for imaging Cherenkov flashes. Firstly, they 
have response times of the order of nanoseconds, similar to the duration of 
atmospheric Cherenkov flashes. Secondly, they have high gain (~  105 — 10°), 
reducing the need for preamplifiers which would lower the signal-to-noise ratio. 
Finally, they have high quantum efficiency (~  20 %) in the ultraviolet/blue 
region of the spectrum, which is the region in which the Cherenkov emission 
peaks.
A downside to this type of PMT array is the amount of dead space between 
the PMTs due to the metal shielding and plastic coating which surrounds each 
photocathode. In actuality, the photocathode accounts for only about 35 % 
of the total area of each PMT, whilst shielding and coating, which serve to 
prevent deflection of the photoelectrons by the Earth’s magnetic field, occupy 
the remaining area. To overcome this problem, light concentrators ( “cones” ) 
are placed over the PMTs to recover light falling in the dead space between 
them and to eliminate extraneous off-axis light.
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Figure 3.3: The 490-PMT camera used in the Whipple 10m telescope from 
1999 to 2003. The outer 111 PMTs were removed in January 2003 to 
be used as part of the VERITAS prototype telescope. Image taken from 
http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/old/Photos/G3Camera2.html
The high-voltage (HV) supply required by the PMTs is provided by three 
LeCroy HV modules located in the telescope mount counterweights. The PMT 
anode currents are displayed on a colour-coded graphical user interface (GUI) 
in the control building adjacent to the telescope. If the currents are too high, 
the HV to particular PMTs can be switched off to avoid non-linear response or 
photocathode damage. This may be caused by light from a bright star in the 
field of view of the camera. It may not be necessary to switch off PMTs for 
faint stars, although the affected PMTs will have higher noise levels due to the 
greater fluctuations in the night-sky brightness level. Each PMT has its own 
analogue-to-digital converter and constant-fraction discriminator, which will be 
discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.4: Angular map of the PMTs which comprise the Whipple camera.
3.2.3 The Data-Acquisition Electronics
The data-acquisition system for the Whipple 10m telescope is shown in Fig­
ure 3.6. The system, which consists of analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs), 
constant-fraction discriminators and trigger modules, is located in the control 
building. The signals from the 379 PMTs are transmitted to the control build­
ing via coaxial cable. The signal from each PMT is input to an amplifier which 
has a gain of ten. Each amplifier has three outputs: one output is sent to an 
ADC, one to the trigger electronics and one to the current monitor.
• Analogue-to-digital Converter: If the light incident on the PMTs contains 
a Cherenkov signal, each ADC integrates the analogue charge from the 
entire photoelectron pulse in a PMT and translates this into a digital value 
quoted in “digital counts” (d.c.), which is stored in a buffer. In travelling 
from the amplifier to the ADC, the PMT pulse typically broadens from 
~  10 ns to ~  30 ns. Delay cables which transmit the signals from the 
amplifiers to the ADCs allow for a delay ~  120 ns so that the trigger 
electronics can determine whether or not the signal from the PMTs is a
true Cherenkov signal. If a Cherenkov signal is not present, the ADC 
inputs are disabled and no information is recorded.
• Constant-fraction Discriminators: The second output from the amplifier 
is fed into constant-fraction discriminators (CFDs), the first element of 
the triggering electronics. Only the inner 331 of the 379 PMTs are con­
sidered for triggering. When any PMT transmits a signal above a certain 
threshold, the CFDs output a pulse of preset duration for that PMT. The 
threshold determines how large the signal must be for a trigger to gener­
ated. The value of the threshold, measured in mV, is set by examining 
the bias curve, which is a plot of trigger rate against threshold height. 
The threshold used during the observations for this work was set at 34 
mV. As the threshold is decreased, the trigger rate will increase as fainter 
images trigger the system. Below a certain threshold height, the rate of in­
crease of the trigger rate increases almost exponentially. At this point the 
threshold point is so low that random noise in the PMTs can trigger the 
electronics. The CFD threshold is set slightly above this level so that the 
system triggers on as many Cherenkov events as possible without being 
triggered by random sky-brightness noise. Low-energy Cherenkov events 
which do not produce enough light to generate an electronic signal above 
the CFD threshold are not recorded. The CFD pulses are forwarded to 
two independent triggers, the multiplicity trigger and the pattern selection 
trigger.
• Multiplicity Trigger: The multiplicity trigger is activated whenever a spec­
ified number of simultaneous CFD outputs exceed the preset threshold. 
For the present work, threefold multiplicity was used, i.e., the multiplic­
ity trigger will activate when any three PMT signals exceed the CFD 
threshold.
• Pattern Selection Trigger: The pattern selection trigger (PST) is designed 
to accept signals only if the three triggering PMTs are adjacent. This
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Figure 3.5: Bias curves of trigger rate versus constant-fraction discriminator 
threshold for multiplicity and pattern selection triggers.
reduces the incidence of triggers resulting from background night-sky noise 
fluctuations or PMT after-pulsing and allows the CFDs to operate at lower 
thresholds whilst still maintaining an acceptable overall trigger rate.
If an event passes the multiplicity trigger and PST criteria, a gate pulse from 
the trigger system enables input of the delayed signals from the amplifiers to 
the ADCs, and the resulting digital count values are recorded for all PMTs in 
the camera. Timing for the recorded signals is provided by a global positioning 
satellite (GPS) receiver and each signal is time-stamped with its coordinated 
Universal Time (UTC) value.
The digital count values for each event are stored on a data-acquisition 
(DAQ) computer along with telescope pointing information from the tracking 
system and the event time from the GPS clock. These data constitute the
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Attribute Value
Opening Diameter 10 m
Focal Length 7.3 m
F-Number //0 .7 3
No. Of Mirror Facets 248
Curvature radius of dish 7.3 m
Curvature radius of facet-mirror 14.6 m
Energy Threshold 400 GeV
Angular Resolution 0.11°
Pointing Resolution 0.01°
Field Of View 5°
Slew Speed 1°/second
Reflecting Surface Area 75 m2
Table 3.1: General dimensions and attributes of the Whipple 10m telescope.
raw data for the event and it is these data which are later analysed off-line to 
determine the gamma-ray content of the recorded events, as will be described 
in detail in Chapter 5.
3.3 Calibration and Diagnostic Techniques
The camera consists of an array of 379 PMTs each with its own HV supply, 
electric cabling and electronics. Due to normal variation in each of these com­
ponents, each PMT will respond slightly differently to the same stimulus. To 
account for this, the differences in each PMT must be measured so that the 
camera can be uniformly calibrated. There are a number of ways to calibrate 
the camera and the system as a whole.
3.3.1 Pedestal Determination
The background night-sky brightness fluctuates above and below some mean 
value. Since the ADC can only record positive values, a small positive offset is 
added to the ADC input so that both positive and negative night-sky brightness 
fluctuations can be recorded. The resulting offset in the ADC output is called 
the “pedestal” . In order to determine the value of the pedestal for each ADC, 
artificial triggers are generated once per second to record the signals from the
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Figure 3.6: Data acquisition (DAQ) system for the Whipple 10m telescope.
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PMTs in the absence of a real Cherenkov signal. These events are tagged so 
that they may be distinguished from real Cherenkov events; they are used to 
determine the mean pedestal value for each ADC. For analysis of Cherenkov 
events, the mean pedestal value is subtracted from the digital count value for 
each PMT. The pedestal variance is the spread of artificially-triggered ADC 
values and is a measure of the night-sky brightness fluctuations. A high or low 
pedestal variance for a PMT can be suggestive of a problem, either a hardware 
problem or the presence of a bright star in the field of view, and such PMTs 
are excluded from the subsequent analysis.
3.3.2 Nitrogen Run
The camera is an array of PMTs, whose characteristics (especially the gain) 
will not be uniform across the camera even if the PMTs are of the same model. 
A “nitrogen run” is used to overcome this problem by determining the relative 
gains of the PMTs. A nitrogen run consists of a one-minute exposure of the 
camera to optical flashes at a rate of ~  750 Hz from a nitrogen discharge lamp, 
positioned at the centre of the reflector. The light from the nitrogen lamp 
uniformly illuminates the camera and the duration of each flash is of the same 
order as that of atmospheric Cherenkov flashes. The signals from the PMTs 
will show a spread of values. The mean response of each PMT is compared with 
the overall mean response of all the PMTs, to give a “relative gain” value for 
each PMT across the camera. These relative gain values are then applied to 
observational data recorded on the same night to remove the effects due to the 
differing gains of the PMTs.
3.3.3 Zenith Run
A zenith run is a 10-minute observation recorded with the telescope positioned 
at an elevation close to zenith (90°). Zenith runs are used to determine the 
relative throughput or transparency for the night sky and as a check on overall 
system performance.
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3.3.4 Pointing Check
The pointing accuracy of the telescope is checked nightly. This is achieved by 
pointing the telescope at a bright star close to an observation target, and noting 
the effect on the currents in the camera PMTs.
3.3.5 Operator Monitoring
Since the telescope moves on an alt-azimuth mount, stars in the field of view of 
an object under observation rotate in the camera plane as the object is being 
tracked across the night sky. In the case of bright stars, the movement must be 
monitored so that PMTs can be switched off if the currents become excessive. 
Failing to do so can result in photocathode damage or non-linear response in 
the PMTs.
3.4 Observing Methodology
Observing with the Whipple 10-metre telescope is dependent on the weather and 
on sky brightness. Optimum conditions for observing are clear, dark, moonless 
nights. Therefore, there are only approximately three weeks in every lunar cycle 
in which useful observations can be taken. The duration of these three weeks is 
known as a “dark run” .
During a dark run, adverse weather conditions may also have an impact on 
the telescope and limit observing. No observations are made at wind speeds 
greater than ~  50 km/hour as steady observations cannot be made reliably 
and there is a danger of shear in the telescope structure. Lightning can also 
damage the telescope and as such no observations are made during the summer 
months when lightning storms are frequent. Overhanging cloud represents a 
great hindrance for observing Cherenkov light, as shown by Dowdall (2003). 
Cherenkov light can be absorbed by water vapour and the greater the content 
of water vapour in the atmosphere, the less likely it is that the telescope will 
detect Cherenkov flashes. Humidity also has a major influence on observing: 
high humidity can lead to arcing in the camera because of the high voltage (~
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1000 V) between the anode and cathode in the PMTs.
When observations are possible, there are two alternative observing modes 
which may be employed: ON/OFF and tracking.
3.4.1 O N /O FF Mode
For an ON run the telescope is pointed at a gamma-ray source or potential 
source at a particular right ascension and declination. The telescope then tracks 
this position for approximately 28 minutes as the elevation and azimuth angles 
of the source change and the event data are recorded. Once the ON run is 
completed, the telescope is repositioned to right ascension thirty minutes less 
than that of the source being tracked but at the same declination. This allows 
for a two-minute slew time of the telescope, and a following 28-minute tracking 
of the new position which constitutes the OFF run. The data in the OFF run 
can then be used as a control in conjunction with the data recorded in the ON 
run to estimate and eliminate background due to non-gamma-ray Cherenkov 
events (e.g., cosmic rays) the subsequent off-line analysis (see Chapter 5). The 
gamma-ray signal, if present, is typically very weak, accounting for less than 1 
% of the recorded events.
In some cases the OFF run is taken before the ON run at a right ascension 
30 minutes greater than that of the source to be tracked. This may be done, 
for example, to facilitate recording of objects that would have a bright star in 
the field of view in an OFF run following the ON run.
3.4.2 Tracking Runs
A tracking run consists of an ON run with no corresponding following or pre­
ceding OFF run. This allows, for example, for continuous observation of a 
source whose characteristics may vary rapidly with time (such as flaring ac­
tivity), where ON/OFF run observations could result in the loss of important 
time-profile information. Tracking runs are also used when night-sky conditions 
are considered to be poor. An OFF run may not be useful in a case where it
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was known that the background rate was varying.
Control data for a tracking run can be derived from the ON-run data in con­
junction with non-contemporaneous OFF-run data taken on the same source. 
All events which do not originate from the source direction are deemed to be 
background events. These events will be orientated randomly and will not point 
towards the centre of the camera. The orientation of these events is described 
using the parameter alpha (a), the angle between the major axis of the image 
and a line joining the image centroid to the centre of the camera (see Figure
Figure 3.7 shows a plot of a  distribution of events per 5° bin from the Crab 
Nebula. It can be seen that from ~  10° to 90°, the ct-plots for ON and OFF 
runs match reasonably well, indicating that the background events for both 
runs are similar. If the ratio of events in the 20° — 65° region to those in the 
0° — 15° region is known for the OFF run, then the number of background 
events expected in the 0° — 15° region for the ON run can be calculated from 
the events in the 20° — 65° region of the same run. This assumes that the shape 
of the a-plot is reasonably consistent and stable. The ratio of the number of 
events in the 0° — 15° region (iVo-15) to the number of events in the 20° — 65° 
region (A^o-65) for OFF runs defines a tracking ratio (Rtrack) given by:
Once the tracking ratio has been established from a large number of OFF runs,
where Nq n {20° — 65°) is the number of events in the ON run between 20° — 65°.
5.2).
(3.1)
it can be used to estimate the number of background events (No ff) in an 
unpaired ON (tracking) run as:
Nqff =  Nqn (20° — 65°) x Rtrack (3.2)
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ON/OFF Histogram Alpha (°) Vs. No. of Events per 5° bin
Alpha (°)
Figure 3.7: Sample a  distribution plot of events per 5° bin from the Crab 
Nebula. Gamma-ray events will be orientated towards the centre of the camera, 
corresponding to small values of a. This distribution has an excess of events 
orientated within 10° of the centre of the camera indicating the presence of 
gamma rays from the source being observed.
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Chapter 4 
Active Galactic Nuclei and 
Starburst Galaxies
4.1 Introduction
Among the most extreme types of galaxy in the universe are active galactic 
nuclei (AGN). These are galaxies with a bright central nucleus which has a 
luminosity that outshines the billions of other stars which make up the galaxy. 
AGN make up about 1 % of all galaxies. AGN emit radiation across the entire 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum from radio waves to gamma rays and are 
characterised by non-thermal emission, broad emission lines, jet-like streams 
emanating from the poles of the central core of the nucleus and high, rapidly- 
varying luminosity. The intensity of this radiation is variable at all wavelengths 
and can vary on timescales from hours to years.
Current models of AGN structure are based on the idea of a supermassive 
black hole of approximately 106 —108 Me 1 located at the centre of the galaxy. If 
the the black hole is spinning whilst material is accreting onto it, energy may be 
extracted from it electromagnetically, giving rise to powerful jets propagating 
at relativistic speeds along the rotation axis. Using this model, it is possible 
to explain the different characteristics of AGN taking into account the differing 
observing angles, whether side-on or face-on views of these galaxies.
1M q  =  the mass of the Sun : 1.98 x 1030 kg.
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4.2 AGN Types and Properties
Active galactic nuclei known as Seyfert galaxies were among the first AGN to be 
discovered. Seyfert galaxies are spiral galaxies and have been divided into two 
types, Seyfert I and Seyfert II. Seyfert I galaxies have broad emission lines, in­
dicating hot and violent activity. Seyfert II galaxies have narrow emission lines 
implying cooler and less turbulent activity than their type I counterparts. Fur­
thermore, Seyfert I galaxies have strong UV and X-ray emission whilst Seyfert 
II galaxies are more pronounced at IR wavelengths. In some broad emission 
line AGN, it is impossible to distinguish the host galaxy from the central bright 
nucleus. These galaxies are known as quasistellar objects (QSOs) or “quasars” 
and are believed to be Seyfert I type galaxies that either have a central core 
which has a brightness that outshines the surrounding galaxy or are so far away 
that the galaxy cannot be resolved from the central galactic core.
Based on radio observations, galaxies have been categorised as being either 
radio-loud or radio-quiet depending on their radio power. All Seyfert galaxies 
are radio-quiet as are approximately 90 % — 95 % of quasars. About 5 % — 
10 % of quasars are radio-loud and fall in two categories: flat-spectrum radio 
quasars (FSRQs) and steep-spectrum radio quasars (SSRQs). FSRQs have a 
relatively flat spectrum in the GHz region, with spectral index a  <  0.5 in the 
100 MHz to 30 GHz range. FSRQs tend to have a more compact core and high 
optical polarisation. SSRQs tend to have a radio spectrum with higher spectral 
index (a >  0.5), and display more spatially extended emission which is generally 
associated with radio lobes. Unlike SSRQs, FSRQs exhibit superluminal motion 
(SL), a property which they share with BL Lacertae (BL Lac) objects. BL Lac 
objects and FSRQs are collectively referred to as “blazars” and are believed to 
have their relativistic jets orientated within a few degrees of our line of sight.
BL Lac objects are characterised by continuum optical spectra which are al­
most featureless, with very weak emission lines (if any), and they exhibit rapid 
optical variability. BL Lacs were at one time classified as “radio-selected BL 
Lacs” (RBLs) or “X-ray-selected BL Lacs” (XBLs), depending on how they
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were first detected. A more recent classification describes BL Lacs as “high- 
frequency-peaked BL Lacs” (HBLs) or “low-frequency-peaked BL Lacs” (LBLs), 
depending on the position of the synchrotron peak in the spectral energy dis­
tribution.
Another type of AGN are radio galaxies classed as Fanaroff-Riley 1 (FR1) 
and Fanaroff-Riley 2 (FR2) depending on their radio morphology and power. 
FR1 galaxies have low luminosity (L < 5 x 1041 erg s_1) and weaker optical 
emission, and their radio emission is mostly core-dominated. FR2 galaxies have 
high luminosity (L >  5 x 1041 erg s_1), and their radio emission is more powerful 
toward the radio lobes.
4.3 Unification and Classification
AGN display many different properties, but it is possible that inherently similar 
AGN sources are being observed at different viewing angles and as such display 
different observational properties or characteristics. This suggests the need for 
a model which can unify apparently different classes of AGN.
From this unified model, it is possible to comprehend most of the different 
types of AGN in terms of different viewing angles and orientation. It is impor­
tant to note that there are really two separate unification schemes by orienta­
tion: optical and radio. The optical scheme explains the presence or absence 
of broad-line emission by the orientation of the torus (see Figure 4.1), while 
the radio scheme explains the core-dominated (FSRQ) versus lobe-dominated 
(SSRQ) radio-loud AGN in terms of orientation with respect to the jet axis. The 
two schemes are related in that the axis of symmetry is almost certainly the 
same, but the viewing angle dependencies are quite different, one dominated by 
optical depth and structure of the obscuring dust and gas of the torus, the other 
by the beaming pattern of the relativistic jets, which depends on the Doppler 
factor (Urry, 2004). These considerations lead to relationships by viewing angle 
with respect to the jet direction and the observed properties of radio-loud and 
radio-quiet AGN.
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Radio Loudness Type 1 AGN Type 2 AGN Type 0 AGN
Radio-Quiet
(85 % -  95 %)
Seyfert I 
QSO (90 % -  95 %)
Seyfert II
Radio-Loud
(5 % -  15 %)
BLRG 
FSRQ & SSRQ 
QSO (5 % -  10 %)
NLRG 
FRI & FR2
Blazars 
BL Lac & FSRQ
Decreasing angle to the line of sight — >
Table 4.1: AGN Taxonomy: A unified scheme classification system for active 
galactic nuclei, after Padovani (1997).
In this context, AGN may be subdivided into three classes depending on 
their optical and radio spectra. AGN with broad emission lines and bright 
continua, presumably from hot, high-velocity gas situated near to the black 
hole, are classified as Type 1 AGN. These include Seyfert I galaxies, quasars and 
broad-line radio galaxies (BLRG), encompassing FSRQs and SSRQs. In Type 1 
AGN, there is believed to be an unobscured view of the core of the galaxy. AGN 
with narrow emission lines and weak continua are classified as Type 2 AGN. 
These include Seyfert II galaxies, narrow-line radio galaxies (NLRG), and FR1 
and FR2 galaxies. In Type 2 AGN it is likely that there is no high-velocity 
gas present or that the line of sight to the galactic centre is obscured by cooler 
dust and gas or by the surrounding torus. Finally, AGN with unusual spectral 
characteristics are classified as Type 0 AGN. These include BL Lacs and many 
FSRQs. The primary difference between BL Lacs and other AGN is the lack 
of strong absorption or emission lines. This may indicate the absence of high- 
velocity clouds or the presence of relativistically beamed radiation in the jets 
(Quinn, 1997).
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Blazar
Broad Line Radio Galaxy 
(if no je t => Seyfert I)
Narrow Line Radio Galaxy 
(if no je t => Seyfert II)
Narrow Line 
Clouds
Black Hole & 
Accretion Disk
Dusty Torus
Relativistic
Jets
Broad Line 
Clouds
Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of the current model for radio-loud AGN. 
Surrounding the central black hole is a luminous accretion disk. Broad emission 
lines are produced in clouds (dark blobs) orbiting above and below the accretion 
disk. A thick dusty torus obscures the broad-line region from transverse lines of 
sight. Narrow emission lines are produced in clouds (grey spots) much further 
from the central source. Radio jets, which emanate from the poles of the black 
hole, travel at relativistic speeds. From this unified model, it is possible to 
comprehend most of the different types of AGN in terms of different viewing 
angles and orientation (after Urry and Padovani (1995)).
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4.4 The Standard AGN Model
The enormous energy emanating from AGN is believed to result from accretion 
of matter onto the compact body of a central core.
4.4.1 The Accretion Model
Consider a central compact core of mass, m, and radius, r, surrounded laterally 
by a stationary cloud of matter gravitationally attracted to the central core. If 
an element of mass, Am, is accreted from the cloud of matter onto the central 
core, it must also deposit all of its gravitational energy, G™/t 'm-, onto the central 
core, where G is the gravitational constant and r is the radius of the central 
core. To maintain thermal equilibrium, the central core must radiate this energy. 
The gravitational energy deposited onto the central core is enormous and as a 
result the light radiated from the central core of some AGN is so intense that 
the surrounding star systems making up the AGN cannot be resolved from the 
central galactic core or nucleus.
The luminosity, L, of the central core may be written in terms of the gravi­
tational energy deposited, AE, as
A E  GmArn , ,  ,.
a î ~ = ~ S a T  (41)
where the central core accretes mass Am  in time At. From this it can be seen 
that the luminosity of the central core is proportional to the rate of change of 
its rest mass. This equation also implies that the more compact the central 
core, the greater the luminosity.
The compact object occupying the central core of AGN is postulated to be 
a supermassive black hole with mass in the range 106 M0 — 108 M0 . Although 
other types of central bodies have been suggested, black holes appear to be the 
most reasonable assumption for producing such large amounts of energy in such 
small and compact volumes.
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4.4.2 Relativistic Jets
Relativistic jets emanate from both poles of the AGN and as such are orientated 
perpendicular to the accretion disk (see Figure 4.1). The emission of very 
high energy photons is due to shocks in the jet. The radiation is primarily 
synchrotron radiation in the radio band and Compton-upscattered emission 
off either the synchrotron radiation or external optical/UV photons at shorter 
wavelengths. When the emitting region has a bulk relativistic motion relative 
to an observer, the emission appears beamed towards the observer. A measure 
of the strength of the beaming toward a fixed observer is the Doppler factor ,6, 
defined by:
 ^=  7 (1 - / ?  cos (9) ^
where 7 =  (1 — /?2) -  ^ is the Lorentz factor of the jet, ¡3 =   ^ and 9 is the angle of 
the jet with respect to the line of sight. The Doppler factor is highly dependent 
on the angle between the jet and the observer’s line of sight and is at a maximum 
(5 =  yj'k±|) at 9 =  0° with the jet pointing directly towards the observer. As 
an example, for v =  0.995 c, 7 ~  10 and 9 — 0°, the Doppler factor is ~  20. For 
9 =  5°, this drops to 5 ~  11. Therefore, the flux luminosity and photon energy 
seen by the observer can become very high for head-on observation, consistent 
with the idea that the observed properties of AGN are dependent upon viewing 
angle.
The bulk Lorentz factor varies for different models and conditions but leads 
to considerable relativistic beaming of radiation along the jet direction. Obser­
vational evidence for relativistic beaming includes detection of very high energy 
gamma radiation and apparent superluminal motion. Superluminal motion is a 
term which describes a source with an apparent velocity greater than the speed 
of light (v > c). This phenomenon can occur for emitting regions moving at 
high speeds (v —> c) at small angles to the line of sight, creating the illusion 
that a source is travelling faster than the speed of light when in fact a relativis-
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tic source is following its own relativistic emission at small angles to the line 
of sight of the observer. An example of a relativistic jet is seen in Figure 4.2, 
which is a Hubble telescope image of the AGN M 87. The relativistic jet in 
Figure 4.2 originates from a disk of superheated gas swirling around a central 
black hole and is propelled and concentrated by the intense, twisted magnetic 
fields trapped within this matter. The light from the jet is synchrotron radi­
ation produced by electrons spiralling around magnetic field lines in the jet. 
M 87 is 50 million light-years from Earth and is one of the nearest and most 
well-studied extragalactic jets.
Proton models have also been proposed to account for gamma radiation from 
relativistic jets (Mannheim, 1993). In these models, protons are accelerated to 
energies of 1018 eV at shock fronts propagating along the jet (Biermann and 
Strittmatter, 1987). These protons interact to produce neutral pions, which 
give rise to gamma radiation (Equation 1.14).
4.5 Starburst Galaxies
A starburst galaxy (SBG) is a galaxy which is currently experiencing a period 
of intense star-forming activity. This star-forming activity may last for several 
millions of years or more, which is still very small compared to the overall 
lifetime of a galaxy. During a starburst, stars can form at a rate tens or even 
hundreds of times greater than the star formation rates in normal galaxies. The 
starburst may occur over a region only a few thousand light-years in diameter. 
Many of the newly-formed stars are extremely massive and very bright, and as 
a result SBGs are among the most luminous galaxies in the Universe.
The most popular theory for the cause of a starburst is that it is triggered 
by a close encounter or collision with another galaxy. This collision sends shock 
waves through the galaxy. These shock waves interact with giant molecular 
clouds of gas and dust within the galaxy, causing them to collapse and form 
perhaps hundreds of stars. The most massive of these stars use up their fuel 
quickly and explode as supernovae, producing more shock waves and further
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Figure 4.2: A Hubble telescope image of the AGN M 87. Im­
age credited to NASA and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA), 
(http: / /hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive /  releases / 2000/ 20/) .
star formation. In this way, a chain reaction of star formation and supernova 
explosions can sweep through the central region of a galaxy, where most of the 
gas is located. The starburst ends when most of the gas has been used up or 
dissipated by the explosions.
Many of the new stars may remain surrounded by dust and gas for millions 
of years. Their light is absorbed by the dust, which radiates away the energy as 
infrared (IR) radiation. The rapid rate of supernova explosions in these galax­
ies produces expanding bubbles of gas at temperatures of millions of degrees. 
When the starburst is sufficiently intense, it can create a “superbubble” so hot 
and energetic that it expands out of the galaxy in what is called a superwind. 
Superwinds are thought to contain carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, iron and other 
heavy elements dispersed by supernova explosions and to be responsible for 
spreading these elements into intergalactic space.
Regions that currently are or have been subject to a strong process of 
star formation are good candidates for gamma-ray emission. They have large 
amounts of target material, and multiple shocks due to the presence of super­
nova remnants and the powerful stellar winds of their numerous young stars 
can accelerate particles to relativistic energies. They may even be sites where 
ultra high energy cosmic rays are produced.
4.5.1 Galaxies with High Star-Formation Rates
Although galactic cosmic rays (protons and nuclei) are widely believed to be 
mainly accelerated by the winds and supernovae of massive stars, definitive ev­
idence of this origin remains elusive nearly a century after their discovery. The 
active regions of starburst galaxies have exceptionally high rates of star forma­
tion, and their large size, more than 50 times the diameter of similar regions 
in our Galaxy, uniquely enables reliable calorimetric measurements of their po­
tentially high cosmic-ray density. The cosmic rays produced in the formation, 
life and death of massive stars in these regions are expected to produce diffuse 
gamma-ray emission through interactions with interstellar gas and radiation
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(Acciari et al., 2009a).
The large masses of dense interstellar gas and the enhanced densities of 
supernova remnants and massive young stars expected to be present in such 
galaxies would suggest that SBGs, luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs) and 
ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) could have gamma-ray luminosities 
orders of magnitude greater than normal galaxies. Such environments will typ­
ically emit a large amount of infrared radiation, because abundant dust ab­
sorbs the UV photons emitted by the young massive stars and re-emits the 
energy as infrared radiation. Therefore, the infrared luminosity of a galaxy 
can be an indication of star formation taking place in it (Torres and Domingo- 
Santamaría, 2005). As an example, Figure 4.3 shows the SBG IC 342, a late- 
type spiral galaxy, located in the Maifei Group in the northern constellation of 
Camelopardalis. IC 342 is seen face-on and lies in a direction close to the plane 
of our own Milky Way Galaxy.
The most luminous galaxies in the infrared band are among the powerful 
galaxies known. LIRGs have been identified as a class, selected for emitting 
more energy in the far infrared (~  50 /¿m — 500 /im) than in all other wave­
lengths combined. LIRGs are defined as galaxies with infrared luminosities 
larger than 1011 L0 2. Those with Ljr >  1012 L© are called ULIRGs whilst those 
with Lir >  1013 Le  are called Hyper-Luminous Infrared Galaxies (HyLIRGs) 
(Sanders and Mirabel, 1996). LIRGs are the dominant population of extragalac- 
tic objects in the local Universe, with ULIRGs the most luminous local objects. 
Current understanding of LIRGs and ULIRGs suggests that they arise from 
recent galaxy mergers in which much of the gas of the colliding objects, partic­
ularly that located at distances less than ~  5 kpc from each of the pre-merger 
nuclei, has fallen into a common centre (typically less than 1 kpc in extent), 
triggering a huge starburst (Melnick and Mirabel, 1990). The size of the inner 
regions of ULIRGs where most of the gas is found can even be as small as a 
few hundred parsecs. LIRGs not only possess a large amount of molecular gas,
2L© =  the luminosity of the Sun: 3.839 x  1033 erg s-1  or 3.839 x 1026 W .
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Figure 4.3: The starburst galaxy IC 342. Image taken from http://apod. 
nasa.gov/apod/ap080109.html.
but a large fraction of it is at high density. This increases the chances of star 
formation and of cosmic-ray production. These regions are larger than giant 
molecular clouds but have densities found only in small cloud cores and appear 
to be the largest star-forming regions in the local Universe. The cosmic-ray 
production rate in these regions can significantly exceed the average rate for 
the galaxy. No LIRGs or ULIRGs (or any other SBG) were detected in gamma 
rays by EGRET: upper limits were established for M 82, F (E  >  100 MeV) 
<  4.4 x 10-8 photons cm-2 s-1 , and NGC 253, F (E  >  100 MeV) <  3.4 x 
10-8 photons cm-2 s_1 (Blom et al., 1999), the two nearest starburst galaxies. 
However, the Fermi-LAT has very recently detected M 82 (6.8 a) and NGC 253 
(4.8 a) above 200 MeV (Abdo et al., 2010).
4.5.2 Molecular Clouds
Molecular clouds are regions in which the gas is mostly in molecular form; they 
behave as self-gravitating, magnetised, turbulent, compressible fluids. The main 
constituent of molecular clouds is molecular hydrogen (H2). Molecular hydro­
gen is difficult to detect by infrared and radio observations, so the molecule 
most often used to determine the presence of H2 is CO (carbon monoxide). The 
ratio between CO luminosity and H2 mass is thought to be constant. Almost all 
known molecular clouds in the Milky Way Galaxy are detectable through CO 
emission. Giant molecular clouds have masses >  104 M0 , are generally grav- 
itationally bound and may contain multiple sites of star formation (Williams 
et al., 1999).
Mechanisms proposed for the formation of molecular clouds can be divided 
into three general categories: collisional agglomeration of smaller clouds, gravi- 
metrically thermal instability and pressurised accumulation in shocks, either in 
supernova explosions or in galactic shocks (Blitz and Williams, 1999). It has 
been proposed that giant molecular clouds (GMCs) have form by coagulation of 
pre-existing molecular clouds and atomic gas through instability and/or large 
scale shocks. In high-density regions, where the vast majority of hydrogen is in 
molecular form, it seems likely that molecular clouds form from the coagulation 
of smaller clouds, whereas in the outskirts of galaxies where the gas is predom­
inantly atomic the compression of gas in spiral density shock waves provides a 
more plausible formation mechanism.
It was thought that GMCs were long-lived, gravitationally-bound objects. 
The presence of supersonic turbulence (possibly powered by supernova explo­
sions and the large-scale dynamics of the galactic disk itself) ensures that clouds 
do not immediately collapse to form stars, as this would predict a star-formal,ion 
rate for the Milky Way Galaxy far higher than that observed. Locally unstable 
clumps, which build up their mass through competitive accretion, collapse to 
form protostars.
The current theory of cloud formation, and subsequently star formation, in
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disk galaxies suggests that supersonic turbulence, generated by a combination 
of galactic rotation and supernova explosions, regulates the formation of pro- 
tostellar cores inside the GMCs. Observationally, some of these clouds convert 
a small fraction of their mass into stars, before the cloud itself is destroyed 
by a combination of stellar feedback and the turbulence that built the cloud 
in the first place. Molecular clouds appear to be transient objects, represent­
ing the brief molecular phase during the evolution of dense regions formed by 
compressions in the diffuse gas, rather than long-lived, equilibrium structures 
(Ballesteros-Paredes et al., 2006). The low star-formation efficiency of molecular 
clouds may be due to the fact that they are short-lived (Booth et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, two questions related to the formation of GMCs have been 
settled in the last decade:
1. GMCs have lifetimes of 2 x 107 < r < 1 x 10s yr, considerably shorter 
than a galactic rotation period.
2. In galaxies with strong, well-defined spiral arms, molecular clouds are 
generally confined to the spiral arms (Blitz and Williams, 1999).
Although molecular clouds are, by definition, regions in which the gas is 
primarily molecular by mass, much of the volume of such a cloud is not molec­
ular. That is, the filling fraction of molecular gas can be as low as ~  20 % and 
the cloud is inhomogeneous with large density variations from one location to 
another. The structure of molecular clouds reflects the conditions from which 
they form and determines the mass scale of stars which form from them (Blitz 
and Williams, 1999).
Molecular clouds are generally not in equilibrium, but tend to evolve secu­
larly. They start as atomic gas that is compressed, increasing its mean density. 
The atomic gas may or may not be initially self-gravitating, but in either case 
compression causes the gas to cool via thermal instability and to develop turbu­
lence via dynamical instabilities. Thermal instability and turbulence generates 
a range of substructures promoting fragmentation within the molecular cloud.
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This builds a mass spectrum of proto-cores, some of which will collapse under 
their own gravity to form stars. Even though the self-gravity of the cloud as 
a whole is increased due to cooling and the compression, the free-fall time in 
the fragments is shorter. This ensures that collapse proceeds locally within the 
cloud, preventing monolithic collapse of the cloud. Only cores dense enough 
that self-gravity can overcome their magnetic and thermal energy can collapse 
(Padoan and Nordlund, 2002). This consideration prevents very low mass cores 
from forming stars and thus reduces the star-formation efficiency (Ballesteros- 
Paredes et al., 2006). The local efficiency of conversion of molecular clouds 
into stars would seem to depend primarily on stellar feedback evaporating and 
dispersing the cloud, and only secondarily on the presence of magnetic fields. 
Therefore, magnetic fields appear unlikely to be of importance in the struc­
turing of molecular cloud cores, although they probably are important in the 
number of cores created. In dense clusters, star formation might be affected 
by dynamical interactions. Close encounters between newborn stars and proto- 
stellar cores can modify their accretion history and thereby influence the final 
stellar mass, as well as the size of protostellar disks and their ability to form 
planets and planetary systems.
A young stellar population releases a lot of energy into its surroundings 
through stellar winds, ionisation and supernova explosions. When gravitational 
collapse proceeds to star formation, ionising radiation begins to act on the sur­
rounding molecular cloud. This can drive compressive motions that accelerate 
collapse in surrounding gas, or raise the energy of the gas sufficiently to dis­
sociate molecular gas. Even if these forms of energy release do not drive the 
observed turbulence in the molecular cloud, they may contribute to the destruc­
tion of the cloud and prevent further star formation.
From observational evidence, Elmegreen (2000) discussed the idea that 
GMCs are short-lived entities that form, make stars and disperse again on their 
dynamical time scale. This short time-scale alleviates the need for an internal 
energy source to sustain the observed internal supersonic turbulence. Interstel-
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Figure 4.4: The Barnard 68 molecular cloud. Image taken from h ttp :// 
www.phys.ncku.edu.tw/~astrolab/mirrors/apod_e/ap060409.html.
lar turbulence seems to be driven from scales substantially larger than molecular 
clouds. Internal molecular cloud turbulence may well be a by-product of the 
cloud-formation mechanism itself, explaining why turbulence is ubiquitously 
observed on all scales.
An example of a molecular cloud can be seen in Figure 4.4. The Barnard 
68 molecular cloud is a vast cloud of gas and dust located in the direction of 
constellation Ophiuchus at a distance estimated at 500 light-years from Earth. 
This cloud is so dense that it obscures the background stars. The association of 
molecular clouds with star formation is so strong that it is generally assumed 
that wherever there are young stars, one will always be able to find molecular 
gas (Blitz and Williams, 1999).
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4.5.3 Molecular Emission
Gamma-ray measurements together with estimates of the gas content and pho­
ton field densities provide a tool to determine the cosmic-ray spectrum of the 
molecular cloud. This would in turn, provide an estimation of where gamma-ray 
production is most likely to occur within the molecular cloud. The interstel­
lar hydrogen distribution (in its molecular form (H2), atomic (HI), or ionised 
(HII)) is derived from radio surveys. H2 has only a weak quadrupole signa­
ture and is not easily identified directly, but it can be traced from the emission 
lines of associated molecules that are radiatively or collisionally excited using 
appropriate calibrations or conversion factors. The most commonly used tracer 
for molecular hydrogen is the carbon monoxide molecule, CO (Dame et al.,
2001). Although CO is much less abundant than H2, it is a polar molecule with 
strong dipole rotational emission at millimetre wavelengths. CO is more easily 
traceable and its presence alongside H2 is considered to be proportionally con­
stant. Generally, the conversion factor between CO luminosity and molecular 
mass is estimated and constrained from measurements in our own Galaxy where 
masses of individual molecular clouds can be independently determined from 
cloud dynamics (Solomon et al., 1987).
Although CO traces most of the molecular gas mass in galaxies, it does not 
necessarily trace active star-forming regions where the gas density may be more 
than ten times higher than the average. These regions are better traced by 
high-dip ole-moment molecules like HCN, CS and HCO+. Consequently, these 
molecules have often been used as probes of physical conditions in giant molec­
ular cloud cores. HCN and CS are probably the most frequently observed inter­
stellar molecules after CO. Because of their higher dipole moments (¡1 ~  2 D —3 
D)3, they require about two orders of magnitude higher densities for collisional 
excitation than CO (/i ~  0.1 D). HCN is one of the most abundant high-dipole- 
moment molecules and can be used to trace molecular gas at densities r?(H2)
=  the electric dipole moment measured in units of debyes, D. The S.I. unit for // is the 
coulomb metre, C m, where l C m  =  2.9979 x 1029 D.
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greater than ~ 3  x 104 cm-3 compared to densities greater than ~  500 cm-3 
traced by CO (Gao and Solomon, 2004b). In general, the total FIR luminosity 
is a tracer of the star-formation rate, the CO luminosity is a measure of the 
total molecular gas content and the global HCN line luminosity is a measure of 
the total dense molecular gas content.
A tight linear correlation was found by Gao and Solomon (2004a) between 
the IR and HCN luminosities (L IR and L H c n )  (in a log-log plot) with corre­
lation coefficient R  =  0.94, and an almost constant average L i r /LHc n  ratio. 
The IR-HCN linear correlation is valid over three orders of magnitude including 
ULIRGs, the most luminous objects in the local Universe. The direct conse­
quence of the linear IR-HCN correlation is that the global star-formation rate is 
linearly proportional to the mass of dense molecular gas in normal spiral galax­
ies, LIRGs and ULIRGs. This is strong evidence in favour of star formation as 
the power source in ULIRGs since star formation in these galaxies appears to 
be normal and as expected given the high mass of dense star-forming molecular 
gas.
The HCN-CO correlation is also much tighter than the IR-CO correlation. 
The non-linear correlation between L IR and L e o  may be a consequence of the 
stronger and perhaps more physical correlations between L IR and L h c n  and 
between L h c n  and L e o ■ Thus, the star-formation rate indicated by L IR de­
pends on the amount of dense molecular gas traced by HCN emission, not the 
total molecular gas traced by CO emission. The HCN/CO ratio is an indicator 
of the dense molecular gas fraction and gauges the globally averaged molecular 
gas density. The HCN/CO ratio can therefore be a powerful starburst indica­
tor. CO luminosity by itself leads to a rough prediction for IR luminosity that 
breaks down for LIRGs, especially for ULIRGs, whereas HCN luminosity is 
much better at predicting the IR luminosity for all galaxies including ULIRGs. 
Therefore, the star-formation rate indicated by Li R in galaxies depends on the 
amount of dense molecular gas traced by Lhcn , not the total molecular gas 
content measured by CO. In particular, the IR-CO correlation may not have
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a solid physical basis as it can be readily related to the stronger and perhaps 
more physical IR-HCN and HCN-CO correlations, which may be the origin of 
the correlation between IR and CO. This is reminiscent of the poor IR-HI cor­
relation as compared with the better IR-CO correlation that became apparent 
two decades ago, when systematic CO observations of significant numbers of 
galaxies became available (Gao and Solomon, 2004a).
4.5.4 Superwinds
Superwinds are of cosmological interest as they transport large amounts of gas 
(in particular newly-synthesised heavy elements and energy) into the intergalac- 
tic medium (IGM). Quantifying this mass, metal and energy transport in local 
starburst galaxies is essential for understanding the significance of outflows from 
star-forming galaxies integrated over the history of the Universe. However, even 
the basic physical properties of local superwinds such as mass outflow rates, en­
ergy content, abundances and kinematics are uncertain. Measuring the physical 
properties of the hot gas driving these outflows is of crucial importance for sev­
eral simple reasons (Strickland et al., 2000): the hot gas efficiently transports 
the majority of the energy in the outflow contains most of the newly-synthesised 
metals and ultimately controls the ejection of mass from the galaxy (although 
the majority of the mass of the outflow may be in ambient interstellar material 
swept up by the wind, this gas is accelerated to high velocity by the hot, fast 
wind).
The SBG NGC 253 is seen almost perfectly edge-on (see Figure 4.5), ide­
ally oriented for studying the superwind as it flows out into the galaxy halo. 
Physical, morphological and kinematic evidence for the existence of a galactic 
superwind has been found for NGC 253 (Strickland et al., 2000; Weaver et al., 
2002; Sugai et al., 2003). This superwind creates a cavity of hot (~  108 K) gas 
with cooling time longer than the typical expansion timescales. As the cavity 
expands, a strong shock front is formed at the interface with the cool interstel­
lar medium. Shock interactions with low-density and high-density clouds can
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produce X-ray continuum and optical line emission, respectively. The shock 
velocity can reach thousands of km s ' 1. This wind has been proposed as the 
convector of particles which have been already accelerated in individual super­
nova remnants, to the larger superwind region, where Fermi acceleration could 
upgrade their energy up to that detected in ultra high energy cosmic rays (Tor­
res and Anchordoqui, 2004; Domingo-Santamaría and Torres, 2005).
4.5.5 Diffuse Gamma-Ray Emission from Starburst 
Galaxies
The diffuse gamma-ray emission observed from a galaxy basically consists of 
three components:
• the truly diffuse emission from the galactic interstellar medium (ISM) 
itself
• the extragalactic background
• the contribution of faint, unresolved, point-like sources that belong to the 
galaxy or are beyond it but in the same line-of-sight by chance.
The galactic diffuse emission generated in interactions with the ISM has 
a wide energy distribution and normally dominates the other components. 
Gamma rays are thus mostly produced in energetic interactions of particles 
with the interstellar gas and the radiation fields present in the galaxy. The 
diffuse gamma-ray emission at high energies mainly comes via neutral pion pro­
duction from the interaction of high-energy cosmic-ray nucleons with gas nuclei. 
Contributions from energetic cosmic-ray electrons interacting with the ambient 
photon fields via inverse-Compton scattering and with the matter field of the 
galaxy via relativistic Bremsstrahlung become more important below 100 MeV 
(Torres and Domingo-Santamaría, 2005).
The standard picture of gamma-ray production via cosmic-ray interactions 
seems more plausible given the rapidly growing knowledge about SBGs in other 
wavelength ranges, principally in terms of supernova explosion rates and the
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Figure 4.5: A high-resolution image of the starburst galaxy
NGC 253 This image was taken at San Esteban, Chile (h ttp :// 
www.astrosurf.com/antilhue/ngc_253_hires.htm) .
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total gas mass in the starburst region. The relevant cosmic-ray interactions are: 
inelastic collisions of relativistic nuclei with thermal gas nuclei producing 7r° 
mesons which decay into gamma rays, inverse-Compton collisions of relativistic 
electrons with ambient low-energy photons and Bremsstrahlung from collisions 
of such electrons with gas nuclei.
The gamma-ray flux from these processes is proportional to the density of 
the relativistic particles. The cosmic-ray density is determined by the strength 
of the cosmic-ray accelerators in the starburst region, and by the propagation 
modes and energy losses of the cosmic rays. Propagation of cosmic rays via 
convection in the starburst wind is a key process in gamma-ray production.
The enhanced cosmic-ray density and the very high gas and photon densities 
in the starburst regions are related to each other. The high gas densities are nec­
essary for the high star-formation rates which produce massive, high-luminosity 
stars. Their subsequent supernova explosions heat the gas and generate cosmic 
rays. Together the heating of the gas and the high cosmic-ray density drive a 
mass outflow in the form of a galactic wind (Aharonian et al., 2005b).
Nearby starburst galaxies and luminous infrared galaxies with high levels 
of star formation are prime candidates to constitute a new population of high- 
energy gamma-ray emitters. Recent calculations by Persic et al. (2008) pre­
dicted that M 82 would be detectable by VERITAS and MAGIC with an inte­
grated flux of F (E  >  100 GeV) ~ 2  x 10-12 cm" 2 s_1 and by Fermi-LAT with 
an integrated flux of F (E  >  100 MeV) ~  10~8 cm-2 s-1 . VERITAS detected 
M 82 at F (E  >  700 GeV) =  (3.7 ±  0.8stat ±  0.7syst) x 10~13 cm“ 2 s“ 1 with a 
significance of 4.8 a (Acciari et al., 2009a), and as stated in Section 4.5.1, the 
Fermi-LAT has also detected M 82 with a significance of 6.8 a (Abdo et al., 
2010 ).
4.5.6 History and Source Overview: NGC 253
NGC 253 is located at a distance of 2.58 ±  0.7 Mpc (Puche and Carignan, 1988; 
de Vaucouleurs, 1978; Turner and Ho, 1985) with a visual size of 0.3° from Earth
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(Itoh et al., 2003b) and it is a nearly edge-on (inclination 78°) barred Sc galaxy 
(Torres and Domingo-Santamaría, 2005). It has a high supernova rate of <  
0.3 yr-1 derived from high-resolution radio continuum images (Ulvestad and 
Antonucci, 1997).
Radio Observations
Radio observations of starburst galaxies within a few Mpc of our Galaxy of­
fer the best opportunities for detailed high spatial resolution studies and the 
best chance to detect and resolve individual objects within the active star- 
burst regions. Of special interest at radio wavelengths are populations of com­
pact sources, both thermal (i.e., HII regions) and non-thermal (i.e., supernova 
remnants). Numerous studies of the radio emission from NGC 253 have been 
reported. From Very Large Array (VLA) observations (Very Large Array Web­
page, 2008), it has been estimated that within NGC 253, approximately half of 
the compact radio sources are dominated by thermal emission and the remain­
der are likely to be supernova remnants (Ulvestad and Antonucci, 1997).
The dynamics of the HI gas in NGC 253 were studied by Koribalski et al. 
(1995). Carilli (1996) constructed the radio spectrum of the nuclear starburst 
region of NGC 253 at low resolution (33” x 21” ) and frequencies between 330 
MHz and 15 GHz, finding a flattening of the spectrum below 1.6 GHz. Of a 
number of possible explanations for the observed spectrum, the free-free absorp­
tion by gas local to the starburst region is most likely, with emission measures 
for the absorbing gas of ~  3 x 105 (T/104 K)3/2 pc cm-6 . Carilli (1996) finds 
that the free-free absorption interpretation is consistent with other observations 
that suggest the presence of high interstellar pressures in the starburst region 
of NGC 253.
X -R a y  Observations
In principle, X-ray observations of the thermal emission from hot gas in su­
perwinds can be used to measure the properties of the hot gas. Strickland 
et al. (2000) has found bright diffuse soft X-ray emission (0.3 keV — 2.0 keV),
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emerging from the nuclear starburst region of NGC 253, extending away from 
the plane of the galaxy to the south east and north west of the galaxy for a 
distance of ~  900 pc and ~  450 pc respectively (assuming D  =  2.6 Mpc). This 
starburst driven superwind has previously been traced out to ~  9 kpc from the 
nucleus by Dahlem et al. (1998). Strickland et al. (2000) also found many soft 
X-ray point sources in the nuclear starburst region, presumably from high mass 
X-ray binaries or supernova remnants.
Hard X-ray emission (2.0 keV — 8.0 keV) from NGC 253 is dominated 
by point-source emission. Several point-like sources were found in the central 
starburst region, although these are not the brightest X-ray sources in NGC 
253. It was also found that there is no significant hard X-ray emission from 
the galaxy’s southern outflow cone, which can be clearly seen in the soft X-ray 
band. The southern outflow cone is much softer (a higher flux of low-energy 
X-ray photons) than the diffuse emission from the starburst region, which itself 
is softer than the emission seen from the northern outflow on the far side of the 
disk.
Only <  20 % of the observed X-ray emission comes from the volume-filling, 
metal-enriched wind fluid itself. This implies that the majority of the energy 
and gas (in particular the hot metal-enriched gas) transported out of NGC 253 
by its superwinds cannot be seen even in X-ray emission. Strickland et al. 
(2000) argues that, if this is generally true for all starbursts, the majority of 
intergalactic medium heating and enrichment by starbursts may be currently 
invisible in X-ray emission and emphasises the importance of absorption line 
studies of the warm and hot gases in these galaxies.
Very complex X-ray emission has been found from galactic halos, especially 
in galaxies that are seen edge-on. Therefore, NGC 253 provides an almost 
perfect candidate for unobscured analysis of its halo emission. The best spatial 
resolution was provided by the Chandra observatory and Strickland et al. (2002) 
was first to publish a detailed case study of the diffuse X-ray and Ho; emission 
in the halo of NGC 253. A statistically significant structure within the diffuse
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emission on angular scales down to ~  10” 130 pc) was found. The spectrum
of the diffuse X-ray emission was thermal but there was no convincing evidence 
for diffuse X-ray emission at energies above 2 keV in the halo. Based on Chandra 
data, it was finally showed that there is no statistically significant variation in 
the spectral properties of the diffuse X-ray emission in the northern halo, over 
scales of several parsecs to several thousand parsecs (~  400 pc to ~  3 kpc).
X-rays can penetrate the dense cores of nearby galaxies and are crucial for 
probing the possible links between starburst and AGN activity. The analysis 
of Chandra data by Weaver et al. (2002) suggests the presence of a significant 
source of photoionisation at the centre of NGC 253. This result complements the 
discovery of resolved (FWHM ~  200 km s-1) radio recombination line emission 
at the same location by Mohan et al. (2002).
Weaver et al. (2002) concluded that at the centre of the NGC 253’s torus, 
along with an evolved circumnuclear starburst, is a source of hard X-rays with 
an unabsorbed 2 keV to 10 keV luminosity of >  1039 erg s" 1 and suggested that 
the ionising source of these X-rays is an intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH) 
or weakly accreting supermassive black hole.
Weaver et al. (2002) came to this conclusion by estimating that the inverse- 
Compton process makes roughly only a minor contribution to the hard X-ray 
emission and postulates that the nuclear starburst in NGC 253 is approximately 
20 to 30 million years old (Engelbracht et al., 1998), which implies that its 
hard X-ray emission is dominated by X-ray bursts (XRBs) (Van Bever and 
Vanbeveren, 2000). Only a handful of bright XRBs would be required to produce 
the observed 2 keV — 10 keV luminosity of 2 x 1039 erg s-1 (Grimm et al.,
2002). On the other hand, the equivalent widths of the emission lines are tens 
to hundreds of times larger than those of Galactic XRBs (Asai et al., 2000). 
Weaver et al. (2002) suggested that if several bright XRBs are the source of 
the continuum photons, they must be located behind a significant amount of 
absorbing material that suppresses the photoionising continuum. Given the 
location of the ultra-luminous source coincident with the radio core of NGC 253,
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chances are high that the absorbing material is an intermediate-mass, accreting 
black hole.
Gam m a-Ray Observations
Studies of the dense molecular gas in NGC 253 indicate high average densities 
of n j[2 <  106 cm-3 in NGC 253 (Paglione et al., 1997). Therefore, NGC 253 is 
expected to be one of the brightest starburst galaxies in the gamma-ray domain.
Low-energy gamma-ray observations were made by the OSSE instrument on 
board the CGRO and detected NGC 253 at sub-MeV gamma-ray levels (Bhat- 
tacharya et al., 1994) over an observation period of ~  106 s. Bhattacharya et al. 
(1994) detected NGC 253 continuum emission from 50 keV to 165 keV with a to­
tal significance of 4.4 a, a flux of 3 x 10-11 erg cm-2 s“ 1 and an estimated lumi­
nosity of 3 x 1040 erg s-1 . Bhattacharya et al. (1994) suggested that the source 
of this low-energy emission is inverse-Compton scattering, Bremsstrahlung and 
discrete source emission.
EGRET observations of NGC 253 (Sreekumar et al., 1994), on board the 
CGRO, resulted in an upper limit on the integral flux above 100 MeV of 1.0 
x 10-7 photons cm-2 s_1. A reanalysis of this data by Paglione et al. (1996) 
yielded a consistent limit of 8 x 10-8 photons cm-2 s-1 . More complete EGRET 
data led Blom et al. (1999) to revise this upper limit down to 3.4 x 10-8 photons 
cm“ 2 s-1 . Blom et al. (1999) found no gamma-ray emission from NGC 253 and 
derived a 2 a upper limit to the gamma-ray emission above 100 MeV. Similar 
upper limits for NGC 253 were obtained in a recent reanalysis of the EGRET 
data by Cillis et al. (2005). According to Pohl (1994), even starburst galaxies 
such as NGC 253 may not be luminous enough in gamma rays to be detected 
individually by EGRET with the exposure available at the time of analysis by 
Blom et al. (1999).
Itoh et al. (2002) reported a detection of diffuse TeV gamma-ray emission 
from NGC 253 at the ~  11 a level with a flux of (7.8 ±  2.5) x 10_]2 cm“ 2 s-1 
at energies > 0 . 5  TeV, based on ~  150 hours of observation in 2000 and 2001.
Aharonian et al. (2005b) presented the result of 28 hours of observations
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of NGC 253 with the H.E.S.S. detector in 2003. No evidence for very high 
energy gamma-ray emission from this object was found. From the H.E.S.S. 
data, Aharonian et al. (2005b) derived upper limits on the flux above 300 GeV 
of 1.9 x 10-12 photons cm“ 2 s“ 1 for a point-like source and 6.3 x 10-12 photons 
cm“ 2 s“ 1 for a source of radius 0.5° both at a confidence level of 99 %. These 
upper limits were inconsistent with the spectrum reported by Itoh et al. (2002). 
The mean zenith angle of observations was 14° and the energy threshold for this 
dataset was 190 GeV. According to Aharonian et al. (2005b), the non-detection 
of this object could not be attributed to mispointing of the instrument and given 
the strong signal from NGC 253 reported by Itoh et al. (2002), the non-detection 
of this object with H.E.S.S. was surprising.
Itoh et al. (2007) published an erratum to their previous papers, Itoh et al.
(2002) and Itoh et al. (2003a). The significance of 11 a was lowered to less 
than 4 a after assessing treatment of malfunction of its photomultiplier tubes. 
They re-observed NGC 253 in October 2004 with the CANGAROO-III array 
but failed to detect TeV emission. The upper limit on the gamma-ray flux was 
5.8 % Crab at 0.58 TeV for point-source assumption. The total observation time 
using CANGAROO-III was 1179 minutes (19.65 hours) and 753 minutes (12.55 
hours), for ON and OFF observations, respectively. The upper limits of Itoh 
et al. (2007) were marginally inconsistent with their previous CANGAROO-II 
observations (Itoh et al., 2002). Following this, Itoh et al. (2007) further investi­
gated their previous CANGAROO-II analysis and found an improper procedure 
in their hot channel rejection algorithm. After removing that procedure, the 
previous CANGAROO-II flux was reduced to less than half. Itoh et al. (2007) 
concluded that they could not claim any evidence for gamma-ray emission from 
NGC 253.
4.5.7 History and Source Overview: IC 342
IC 342 is a late-type spiral galaxy and is located at a distance of ~  2 Mpc, 
though derived distances have varied between 1.8 Mpc and 8.0 Mpc (McCall,
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1989; Krismer et al., 1995; Saha et al., 2002; Kubota et al., 2001; Tarchi et al., 
2002; Buta and McCall, 1999). This discrepancy arises because IC 342 is located 
close to the galactic disk, its light is dimmed by the Milky Way’s intervening 
clouds, and such a discrepancy in derived distances to IC 342 should be kept 
in mind when discussing distance-dependent quantities. IC 342 is part of the 
Maffei Group which is one of the closest groups to our Galaxy and is located 
at a galactic longitude of 138° and latitude 10°. The spiral arms of IC 342 are 
well developed and are seen almost face-on, inclination, i =  25° ±  3° (Newton, 
1980; Sage and Solomon, 1991).
X -R ay  Observations
Fabbiano and Trinchieri (1987) observed IC 342 with the Einstein X-ray Ob­
servatory (Giacconi et al., 1979) in 1980 and paid particular attention to the 
central nuclear region of IC 342. Fabbiano and Trinchieri (1987) revealed that 
X-ray emission is associated with the starburst nucleus of IC 342 and in compar­
ing this emission with previously studied starburst nuclei, found that an overall 
similarity is shown in their radio through X-ray energy spectra. It was found 
that the detected X-ray luminosity of the nuclear region of IC 342, L =  2.7 x 
1039 erg s-1 , is in excess of that predicted, L <  1039 erg s-1 , from its infrared 
luminosity on the basis of stellar and supernova remnant contributions. This 
excess luminosity was postulated to originate from evolved bright binary X-ray 
sources located in the nuclear region or a soft gaseous component projected onto 
the nucleus in a face-on galaxy and would be virtually indistinguishable from 
the background nuclear emission using the Einstein instruments. Fabbiano and 
Trinchieri (1987) observed five X-ray point sources within the central region 
and assumed a distance of 4.6 Mpc for IC 342.
Bregman et al. (1993) obtained X-ray observations of IC 342 with the 
Rontgensatellit High Resolution Imager (ROSAT HRI) (Trumper, 1984) during 
February 13th to 16th, with a total livetime of 19,055 s and found both diffuse 
and point source X-ray emission from the central region with a luminosity of 1.5 
x 1039 erg s-1 , assuming a distance of 4.5 Mpc. The image centre, which was
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very close to that of the centre of IC 342, revealed 10 easily identifiable sources 
including one at the centre and two other sources within 1’ of the centre of IC 
342. Five X-ray point sources seen by Fabbiano and Trinchieri (1987) from an 
observation with the Einstein X-ray Observatory all lie in the field of view of the 
ROSAT HRI observation and the first four sources discussed by Fabbiano and 
Trinchieri (1987) were detected by Bregman et al. (1993). The diffuse emission 
from the central region had a diameter of 400 pc, a hot gas density of 0.2 cm“ 3 
and pressure of ~  106 K cm-3 . The X-ray size and shape, according to Bregman 
et al. (1993), was similar to that seen at 1.4 GHz but was unlike the promi­
nent molecular bar. Fabbiano and Trinchieri (1987) argued that the detected 
emission from IC 342 is consistent with starburst activity whilst Bregman et al. 
(1993) concluded that the hot gas bubble has an age of 2 x 105 yr and is still 
confined to the disk, suggesting that IC 342 is a starburst galaxy early in its 
development.
IC 342 was observed by Kong (2003) with the European Photon Imaging 
Camera (EPIC) and the Optical Monitor (OM) on board XMM-Newton on 
11th February 2001 for about 10 ks. The count rates reported were the count 
rates in the 0.2 keV — 12 keV band, recorded using the pn-CCD camera, one 
of three CCD cameras comprising EPIC. Thirty-seven X-ray point sources were 
detected by Kong (2003) down to a luminosity limit of 1.3 x 1037 erg s 1 at 
a significance of 5 a or greater. Of the 37 sources, 9 of them were detected in a 
previous ROSAT HRI observation (Bregman et al., 1993). Most of the sources 
were located near the spiral arms of the galaxy which would indicate that the 
X-ray point sources are dominated by young stellar population, presumably 
high-mass X-ray binaries, with continuous star-forming activity. The X-ray 
point-source luminosity function was consistent with a power-law shape with 
a slope of 0.55, typical of starburst galaxies. Kong (2003) also presented the 
energy spectra of several ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs), including the 
luminous X-ray source in the galactic nucleus. Except for the nucleus and a 
luminous super soft X-ray source, other ULXs can generally be fitted with a
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simple power-law spectral model. The nucleus was found to be very luminous 
(~  1040 erg s-1 in 0.2 keV — 12 keV) and required disc blackbody and power- 
law components to describe the X-ray emission. The spectral fit revealed a cool 
accretion disc (kT  =  0.11 keV). Kong (2003) suggested that the source harbours 
either an intermediate-mass black hole or a stellar-mass black hole with outflow 
but later ruled out the possibility of an accreting stellar-mass black hole with 
beamed relativistic jet emission. The proximity of IC 342 and its almost face-on 
orientation towards the observer provides for unique possibilities to study X- 
ray point-source populations. Unfortunately, IC 342 is located at low galactic 
latitude, resulting in a relatively high hydrogen column density, Nh =  3 x 
1021 cm2 (Dickey and Lockman, 1990). This limited Kong (2003) to constrain 
local absorption and X-ray emission below 1 keV. A distance of 1.8 Mpc (Buta 
and McCall, 1999), where 1” corresponded to 8.7 pc, was employed for the 
XMM-Newton data.
Mak et al. (2008) observed IC 342 on April 2nd 2006 starting at 15:15:44 
(UT) with the Chandra High Resolution Camera (HRC-I) for a total exposure 
time of 12.16 ks, with a photon energy range of 0.08 keV — 10 keV and resolved a 
previously historical ULX near the nucleus into two sources. Mak et al. (2008) 
suggested that the closer of these sources to the nucleus is not an ULX but 
must be associated with the nucleus itself and found that the observed X-ray 
luminosity of this closer source is very close to the predicted X-ray emission from 
a starburst, suggesting that the nuclear X-ray emission of IC 342 is dominated 
by a starburst.
Although X-ray observations of IC 342 with the Einstein X-ray Observa­
tory (Fabbiano and Trinchieri, 1987), ROSAT HRI (Bregman et al., 1993), and 
ASCA (Okada et al., 1998; Kubota et al., 2001) have indicated that the majority 
of the X-ray emission comes from a few ULXs, infrared and radio observations 
have indicated moderately strong nuclear starburst activities (Becklin et al., 
1980) in IC 342. Optical and near IR observations of the inner region of IC 342 
have revealed the presence of a nuclear star cluster (Rickard and Harvey, 1984).
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IC 342 possesses a young luminous nuclear star cluster which has a mass of 6 x 
106 M0 and formed in a short-lived but major burst about 60 Myr ago (Boker 
et al., 1997, 1999) though Feng and Kaaret (2008) suggests that the minimum 
stellar age is between 10 Myr and 20 Myr. Mak et al. (2008) found that both 
the X-ray and the optical emission are confined to a region of radius ~  100 pc 
in the centre of IC 342. The diffuse X-ray emission in IC 342 extends prefer­
entially along the north-south direction, which is the same as the alignment of 
the star clusters in the optical range. This implies that the nuclear X-ray emis­
sion is associated with star formation, and the Chandra observations suggest 
that most of the star formation occurs in the central ring region rather than 
along the spiral arms. No sign of the 6.4 keV Fe Ka  line emission was found by 
Mak et al. (2008), typically an indicator of AGN, in the XMM-Newton EPIC 
spectrum (Bauer et al., 2003; Kong, 2003). However, this line is also absent 
in a number of starburst galaxies identified as having hidden AGN (Tzanavaris 
and Georgantopoulos, 2007) and the possibility cannot be excluded that IC 
342 harbours an AGN. The positional coincidence of the X-ray centre with the 
optical star clusters in IC 342 could suggest a scenario of coexistence of the 
nuclear star cluster and an AGN, as discussed by other authors (Seth et al., 
2008; Shields et al., 2008). The triggering mechanism for both starburst and 
AGN phenomena could be the interaction or the merging of gas-rich galaxies, 
which generates fast compression of the available gas in the inner galactic re­
gions, causing both the onset of a major starburst and the fuelling of a central 
black hole (Mak et al., 2008), hence raising an AGN connection.
Indeed, any activity found in a galactic nucleus be it due to massive star for­
mation, an accreting super-massive black hole or a combination of both requires 
the inflow of gas into the central few parsecs of the galaxy, and Schinnerer et al. 
(2008) presented strong evidence that mechanical feedback of nuclear star for­
mation onto the disk gas flow in an extragalactic nucleus had been found in IC 
342. The gas flow model by Schinnerer et al. (2008) in IC 342, depicted in Figure 
4.6, proposes that a large-scale stellar bar moves gas towards the centre of the
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galaxy via two spiral arms. The stellar winds and supernova shocks released by 
the most recent nuclear star formation event have significantly altered the path 
of the molecular gas towards the centre on the last few tens of parsecs, thus 
currently preventing efficient fuelling of the nucleus implying mechanical feed­
back. As the large-scale stellar bar continues to move gas towards the centre, it 
is likely that the gas resumes its old path once the mechanical energy has been 
dispersed. It is presumed that the nucleus will then again collect molecular gas 
until the next star formation episode. This feedback between nuclear activity 
and fuelling efficiency appears to self-regulate the rate of nuclear star forma­
tion and offers a natural explanation for the repetitive star formation found in 
nuclear star clusters (Rossa et al., 2006; Walcher et al., 2006). If correct, this 
scenario implies that models for the gas fuelling mechanism (over the innermost 
1 pc — 100 pc) cannot rely on the shape of the gravitational potential alone 
but also need to take into account the effect of mechanical energy released by 
nuclear activity onto the gas flow. The impact of this feedback process would 
be strongly variable with time and would critically depend on the amount of 
energy released as well as its geometry. In a broader sense, the model proposed 
by Schinnerer et al. (2008) also has implications for the evolution of any central 
massive object, whether it is a stellar cluster or a black hole, that requires oc­
casional fuelling. Nuclear activity appears to have the potential to significantly 
reduce or even temporarily shut off fuelling, thus self-regulating the growth of 
the central mass of the galaxy. The altered path of the molecular gas towards 
the galactic centre of IC 342 had previously been identified and at that time 
Schinnerer et al. (2003) concluded that the non-circular motions observed in 
the CO kinematics of the gas disc were most likely due to streaming motions. 
Possible cause for such streaming motions could be the large-scale stellar bar. 
These models, together with the high-density medium that characterises the 
central regions of starburst galaxies and its power to accelerate particles up 
to relativistic energies, make starburst galaxies good candidates as gamma-ray 
sources.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of a model for the self-regulation of the fuelling of the 
nuclear stellar cluster in IC 342. In the absence of massive star formation the 
molecular gas moves towards the nucleus along the gas lanes due to the gravita­
tional influence of a large-scale stellar bar (left panel). The mechanical energy 
released by stellar winds and supernovae of a recent massive star formation in 
the nucleus is sufficient to alter the flow of the molecular gas thus significantly 
reducing the fuel available for future star formation events (right panel). After 
the stellar winds and supernova explosions have ceased, it is expected that the 
force of the gravitational bar potential takes over again and the gas flow will be 
similar to the situation shown in the left panel (Schinnerer et al., 2008).
Mak et al. (2008) also drew attention to a large uncertainty in the distance 
estimate to IC 342 due to the large uncertainty in the amount of dust extinction 
toward the galactic centre along that line of sight. Distance estimates of IC 342 
range from 1.5 Mpc to 8 Mpc (Ehita and McCall, 1999). A distance of 1.8 
Mpc was assumed by Mak et al. (2008) (corresponding to a scale of 10” =  
87 pc), identical to that in Boker et al. (1997), Boker et al. (1999) and Kong
(2003), and similar to that (2 Mpc) assumed by Meier and Turner (2005). Mak 
et al. (2008) could not directly compare luminosities from the works of different 
authors because of the different assumptions made in those works. For example, 
the luminosity values in the earlier ROSAT HRI and ASCA publications were 
computed assuming distances to IC 342 of 4.5 Mpc and 4 Mpc respectively.
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Chapter 5 
Methodology and Analysis
5.1 Introduction
In the detection of TeV gamma rays, the first step in analysis is the selection of 
data from the database. There is a vast amount of data recorded by the Whip­
ple 10-metre telescope and not all of the events originate from gamma rays. In 
fact, the gamma-ray events recorded by the telescope are vastly outnumbered 
by events from non-gamma-ray sources such as cosmic-ray showers, single-muon 
events and sky-noise fluctuations. Although all of these can give rise to some­
what similar events, the key is to record as much information as possible and 
then devise a rejection procedure for the unwanted non-gamma-ray-initiated 
EASs.
When selecting a database of recorded events for analysis, a number of 
factors must be taken into consideration. Factors such as sky condition, status 
of the telescope during recording of data and the elevation angle of the telescope 
can each independently have a serious effect on the quality of data recorded by 
the telescope. Adverse weather conditions such as cloud cover and water vapour 
in the atmosphere can effect the intensity of the image and signals recorded. 
Hardware degradation of the electronics can cause the telescope to record perfect 
in-focus cascades with lower sensitivity. When recording at low elevation, the 
Cherenkov photons must traverse a greater distance through the atmosphere 
before they reach the telescope, resulting in fainter images. On the other hand, 
when recording at low elevation, the light cone of the EAS spreads out more
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resulting in a much larger light pool at ground level compared to a smaller light 
pool generated by an EAS arriving from zenith, resulting in a larger collection 
area. Due to all of these criteria, the selection of data for analysis requires much 
consideration.
For this work, only data recorded in good weather and atmospheric condi­
tions and without hardware malfunctions, were used in the analysis of IC 342. 
The Whipple 10-metre telescope is located at latitude =  31° 40m 49.7s and lon­
gitude =  —110° 52m 45.1s. IC 342 lies at right ascension =  3h 46m 49.10s and 
declination =  + 68° 05' 47.4". Due to the celestial position of IC 342, all data 
were recorded at angles between 41° and 54° elevation.
5.2 Data Preparation
The raw data recorded by the telescope are subjected to cleaning and calibra­
tion processes before analysis in order to maximise the true Cherenkov light 
content of EAS images whilst simultaneously minimising the effects of back­
ground sky-noise fluctuations. This section describes the preparation of the 
data for analysis.
5.2.1 Software Padding
During ON/OFF observing, differing sky brightness between ON and OFF sky 
regions can introduce a bias. A software noise equalisation technique known 
as “noise padding” is employed to correct for this bias by injecting software 
noise into the events for the darker sky region to compensate for this bias 
(Cawley et al., 1990). In an ON/ OFF data set where Pon/Po ff , aON/&off and 
Con/Coff are the ON/OFF pedestal, pedestal variance and the component 
due to the Cherenkov signal respectively for a particular pixel, the total ON  
signal is given by:
ON  =  P q n  +  R g & on  +  C o n  +  R g V  C o n  (5-1)
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where Rg represents a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution of 
zero mean and unit variance (Quinn, 1997). The noise component due to the 
night-sky-background fluctuations in the ON region is:
Nqn = Rg&on (5.2)
Similarly, for the OFF region:
Nqff =  R g^off (5.3)
Suppose we are working with pairs of data sets where Non is larger than Noff 
then we wish to inject additional noise, Nadd , in the OFF events such that:
The total O F F  signal is then:
O F F  =  PoFF +  RgOOFF +  RgNaDD +  CoFF +  R g \/CoFF (5-5)
In a situation where the OFF region is brighter than the ON region Nadd is 
added to the ON pixels instead. In this way the noise levels can be approxi­
mately equalised between the ON and OFF data sets.
5.2.2 Pedestal Subtraction
The pedestal is a small positive offset value applied to each ADC channel to 
allow for both negative and positive night-sky noise fluctuations. The pedestals 
and the night-sky background are calculated using noise events, which are ar­
tificially triggered snapshots of the sky, recorded at a rate of 1 Hz. Pedestal
(5.4)
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subtraction is not only a data preparation process but is also used as a cali­
bration tool for the telescope itself which was explained in Section 3.3.1. For a 
recorded Cherenkov event, the average pedestal value in each ADC channel is 
subtracted from the signal recorded from that channel to derive the signal due 
the Cherenkov light. The pedestal variance is the spread of artificially triggered 
ADC values in each channel and gives an indication of the night-sky background 
fluctuations for that channel. If the pedestal variance is found to be too large 
(>  1.5 times the mean pedestal variance), then it is assumed that the PMT had 
a star or bright region of the sky in its field of view during the observation run. 
Such channels are suppressed in the analysis so that they do not influence the 
outcome of the analysis result. Similarly, if the pedestal variance of a channel 
is too low (< 0.6 times pedestal variance), the PMT may have been switched 
off or not functioning properly.
5.2.3 Image Cleaning
Each event recorded by the camera is made up of signals from the PMTs. Some 
of the PMT signals will contain genuine Cherenkov signals plus background 
noise while others will contain only background night-sky noise. To remove 
the unwanted background signals from the overall image, a filtering technique 
known as picture/boundary cleaning is used. With this technique a PMT signal 
is set to zero (i.e., rejected from the overall image) unless it has a signal greater 
than a certain threshold (defined as the “picture” threshold) or is a neighbour of 
such a PMT and has a signal greater than some lower threshold (defined as the 
“boundary” threshold). For each PMT, these thresholds are specified in terms 
of the standard deviation (s.d.) of the pedestal value for that PMT (see Sections 
3.3.1 and 5.2.2). The optimised values for the picture and boundary thresholds 
were found to be 4.25 s.d. and 2.25 s.d. respectively. An example of the 
application of picture/boundary cleaning is shown in Figure 5.1. The top image 
of Figure 5.1 shows a Cherenkov event recorded along with background noise. 
The bottom image of Figure 5.1 shows the same event after the image cleaning
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has been applied. The success of this process can be seen as the unwanted 
background noise artifacts have removed leaving only a clean Cherenkov image.
5.2.4 Gain Normalisation
After each ADC channel has had its pedestal subtracted and the Cherenkov 
events have been cleaned, each surviving channel is adjusted to compensate 
for differences in PMT gains. This adjustment is called gain normalisation. 
Since each PMT has a slightly different gain, it is necessary to scale the signals 
recorded in each PMT accordingly so PMTs with larger gains do not distort 
the final analysed image. This is achieved using a nitrogen lamp located at the 
centre of the telescope dish. At the beginning of night’s observing, the nitrogen 
lamp is pulsed at ~  750 Hz for one minute, providing uniform illumination 
across the camera - this is a “nitrogen run” . The artificial events triggered in 
this way are used to calculate the gain of each PMT relative to the average 
gain. This process is also a telescope calibration tool (see Section 3.3.2). The 
processes of pedestal subtraction and gain normalisation are collectively known 
as “fiat-fielding” .
5.3 Image Parameterisation
After the image-cleaning and gain-normalisation processes, each image is pa- 
rameterised. The shape and orientation of each image recorded by the imaging 
atmospheric Cherenkov telescope is dependent on the particle which caused 
the cascade (see Figure 5.3). A parameter-fitting procedure was proposed by 
Hillas (1985) to quantify the shape and orientation of the recorded images. The 
parameter ranges are expected to differ between gamma-ray, cosmic-ray and 
muon images. The definition of the original six Hillas parameters (denoted |), 
together with additional parameters introduced to increase gamma-ray selec­
tion efficiency, can be seen in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2. The calculation of the 
parameter values from the PMT signals is shown in Appendix A. With this 
technique, the first significant detection of the Crab Nebula at TeV energies
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Figure 5.1: A  typical event recorded by the Whipple 10m telescope before 
and after picture/boundary cleaning is applied. The picture on top shows the 
event before cleaning and the picture on the bottom shows the event after 
cleaning, clearly indicating its success in removing unwanted noise. Adapted 
from Gammell (2004).
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was made (Weekes et al., 1989). The parameters used in this work are length,
width, distance, length/size, frac3 and alpha.
5.4 Gamma-Ray Event Selection
The original parameters and parameter ranges proposed by Hillas (1985) were 
extended to provide a new set of parameter criteria called “Supercuts” . The 
parameter ranges for Supercuts were derived experimentally from Crab Nebula 
data (Punch, 1991) whereas the original ranges were determined using computer 
simulations (Hillas, 1985).
5.4.1 Supercuts
The Supercuts technique is now a standard process applied to data recorded 
by the Whipple 10m telescope to discriminate between gamma-ray events and 
cosmic-ray events. Events which lie within the parameter boundaries are con­
sidered gamma rays and are retained. Events which lie outside the parameter 
boundaries are considered to be cosmic rays or night-sky background and are 
rejected. The initial cuts employed in this work were a set of cuts known as 
Supercuts 2000, developed on the basis of Crab Nebula observations during the 
1999 — 2000 observing season. The efficiency of Supercuts 2000 was shown to 
be greatly enhanced by the application of a length/size cut, which was designed 
to reject background images caused primarily by local muons. Supercuts 2000 
represent the standard parameter cuts applied to the recorded data. Table 5.2 
shows the parameter cuts imposed by Supercuts 2000. As described later in 
this chapter, the values of the cuts were then re-optimised specifically for the 
2003 — 2004 observing season.
Supercuts 2000 serves to eliminate background events due to cosmic rays 
and local muons. In this work it was found that Supercuts 2000 eliminated 99.4 
% of background events. When the telescope is pointed towards a potential 
gamma-ray source, any gamma-ray images recorded will tend to point towards 
the centre of the field of view of the camera, as these gamma rays are coming
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Figure 5.2: Geometrical definition of Hi lias parameters, from Dunlea (2001).
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Length * f The root-mean-squared (RMS) spread of light along the major axis 
of the image (the longitudinal development of the shower). It is a 
measure of the shape of the image.
Width * f The RMS spread of light along the minor axis of the image (the lateral 
development of the shower). It is a measure of the shape of the image.
Size The sum of the number of digital counts in all PMTs which are part of 
the image, corresponding to the total light content of the image (i.e., 
the luminosity). The size of the image is related to the energy of the 
event-triggering particle.
Length/Size * A measure of the compactness of the image in relation to its total light 
content. Used to eliminate background due to local muons.
Maxi,
Max2,
Max3
The number of digital counts in the highest, second highest and third 
highest PMTs in the image. By requiring that these three PMTs are 
above some preset threshold, images due to sky noise fluctuations can 
be eliminated.
Frac3 * f The fraction of total light of the image contained in the three highest 
PMTs. This is used to eliminate events caused by sky noise or by 
particles physically passing through the camera.
Asymmetry A measure of how asymmetric the image is. Gamma-ray images should 
be tear-drop shaped, with their light distributions skewed toward their 
source position (see Figure 5.3).
Azwidth t The RMS spread of light perpendicular to the line connecting the 
centroid of the image with the centre of the field of view of the camera. 
It describes the shape and orientation of the image.
Distance * f The distance from the centroid of the image to the centre of the field 
of view of the camera. It gives information on the impact parameter of 
the particle shower with respect to the telescope, i.e., the distance from 
the telescope to the intersection of the shower axis with the ground.
Miss f The perpendicular distance between the major axis of the image and 
the centre of the field of view of the camera. It is a measure of the 
orientation of the shower image.
Alpha * The angle between the major axis of the image and a line drawn from 
the centroid of the image to the centre of the field of view of the 
camera. It is a measure of the orientation of the image and is related 
to the angle between the axis of the EAS and the axis of the telescope.
Table 5.1: Parameters relating to the shape and size of an IACT image, 
f denotes the original six Hillas parameters. * denotes the parameters used 
in this work.
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Parameter Lower Limit Upper Limit
Length 0.13° 0.25°
Width 0.05° 0.12°
Length/Size 0.0004°/d.c.
Distance 0.4° 1.0°
Maxi 30 d.c. —
Max2 30 d.c. —
Frac3 — 0.98
Alpha — 15°
Table 5.2; Supercuts 2000 (d.c., where 1.0 d.c. ~  1.0 photoelectron).
from a point source directed to the centre of the camera. Cherenkov light 
retains the original direction of the incident photon. Cosmic rays are randomly 
oriented so the recorded images will generally not point towards the centre of 
field of view of the camera. The distance and alpha parameters are employed 
to distinguish and reject events of this nature. Figure 5.3 illustrates this point 
from a standard observational scenario. Due to perspective, images of individual 
EASs appear elongated unless seen head-on. Those originating from a common 
point (A, B and C in Figure 5.3) reveal a distinct source of gamma rays. Those 
with random orientation (D and E in Figure 5.3) presumably stem from the 
cosmic-ray background.
Gamma-ray images tend to have smaller lengths and widths than cosmic-ray 
images due to the smaller dimensions of the extensive air showers initiated by 
gamma rays. Gamma-ray EASs start higher up in the atmosphere and spread 
out less; as a result images of gamma-ray events are geometrically shorter and 
thinner than images of cosmic-ray events.
The amount of Cherenkov light radiated is proportional to the total number 
of particles in an EAS and so is a good estimator of the initial energy of the 
incident photon. The “size” parameter for an EAS image is the total number 
of digital counts summed over all pixels in the image and is therefore a measure 
of the Cherenkov light from the shower. Thus, the “size” of an image is related 
to the energy of the initiating particle.
Images due to single muons (from hadronic showers) radiating close to the
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Figure 5.3: The figure on the left illustrates a standard observational scenario. 
The figure on the right illustrates the imaging telescope’s point of view of the 
scenario illustrated on the left. Image by Diaz (1995).
telescope tend to have large lengths but small sizes, and hence the parame­
ter length/size can be used to discriminate between gamma rays and muons. 
Muons with small impact parameters form ring-shaped images (or parts of rings) 
due to the nature of Cherenkov emission. An ellipse fitted to such an image 
would be very large and the Cherenkov light emitted by a single particle is not 
particularly intense, so muons are expected to have relatively large values of 
length/size. However, for muons with large impact parameters the ring struc­
ture is only partially imaged. Such compact muon arcs are very similar to 
gamma-ray images, and are difficult to discriminate using a single telescope.
5.4.2 Significance
Once the recorded data have been prepared, the images parameterised and the 
parameter cuts applied, an excess of gamma-ray events may be left if the source 
under observation was emitting gamma radiation at the time of observation. A
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measure of the statistical significance of the gamma-ray signal is given by the 
ratio of the signal to the error, calculated assuming Poisson fluctuations only 
in both ON and OFF counts:
N o n  — N o f f
° EXCESS= vm r m Fr (5-6)
where N o n  and N o f f  are the number of events or counts which have passed 
the selection cuts in the ON run and OFF run datasets, respectively. The 
significance is an indication of the probability that the signal is real as opposed 
to random fluctuations in the background cosmic-ray rate. It may be argued 
that Equation 5.6 ignores the possibility of non-Poissonian errors in the data. 
However, detailed analysis on a large subset of data has shown that signal 
fluctuations are close to Poissonian (Reynolds et al., 1993).
The corresponding gamma-ray rate, r, and the uncertainty associated with 
it, Ar, are calculated from:
, * _  -Nqjv ~  Noff , VN qn +  NqFF 
T T -  t t [ ' )
where t is the duration of the recorded runs, typically expressed in minutes. 
From this it can be seen that the significance:
v  e x c e s s  =  (5-8)
When determining the gamma-ray excess, it is helpful to plot the distribution 
of the alpha (a) parameter for the events which pass all of the other gamma-ray 
selection criteria in the ON and OFF runs. If a gamma-ray source is present 
there should be an excess of events in the ON data with a low a  value as gamma- 
ray event images should be aligned towards the centre of field of view of the 
camera (subject to statistical fluctuations in the PMT signals). There should be 
a fairly isotropic distribution of a  values in the OFF dataset (see Figure 3.7 as an
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example). To show the effect of Supercuts, these criteria were applied to 41 Crab 
Nebula ON/OFF pairs and 22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF pairs. These runs were all 
recorded during the same season of observation at reasonably high elevations in 
good weather conditions, they had stable rates for the full 28 minutes of the run, 
and they showed no hardware or data-acquisition anomalies. The significance 
for the 41 Crab Nebula ON/OFF pairs after application of Supercuts was found 
to be 20.9 a with a rate of 2.47 ±  0.12 gamma rays per minute. The significance 
for the 22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF pairs after application of Supercuts was found to 
be 33.0 a with a rate of 5.00 ±  0.15 gamma rays per minute.
5.4.3 Optimisation of Supercuts
In this work, the Supercuts criteria were optimised to establish whether any sig­
nificant improvement in background rejection could be achieved for the recorded 
datasets in the season of observation. An observing season runs roughly from 
September to June. The values chosen for Supercuts have traditionally been 
optimised to give maximum gamma-ray significance on a set of Crab Nebula 
data recorded during the same observing season as the datasets under analysis.
The main reason for doing this is to take into account changes and modifi­
cations to the telescope. Changes in the optimum cut values for alpha, width, 
distance and length/size can arise from a combination of tracking, focusing, 
mirror alignment improvements, degradation and system upgrades.
As an example of this procedure, optimisation of the criteria for the 
2003/2004 season is described in detail here. A total of 41 Crab ON/OFF 
pairs, totalling ~  19.1 hours, were used in the optimisation procedure. These 
runs were all recorded at reasonably high elevations (between 50° and 80°), in 
good weather conditions, had stable rates for the full 28 minutes of the run, 
and showed no hardware or DAQ anomalies.
Each selection cut is initialised to a plausible starting value before optimi­
sation begins. In this work, the starting values were set to the values used in 
Supercuts 2000. The optimum set of selection criteria is then determined with
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Parameter Cut Supercuts 2000 Optimised Cuts
Alpha 
Lower Length 
Upper Length 
Lower Width 
Upper Width 
Lower Distance 
Upper Distance 
Length/Size 
Frac3
15°
0.13°
0.25°
0.05°
0.12°
0.40°
1.00°
0.00040°/d.c.
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Table 5.3: Cut values optimised for the 2003 — 2004 observing season, compared 
with the standard Supercuts 2000 values.
respect to one cut at a time, by fixing all cuts except the one being optimised. 
This produces gamma-ray significance values for the range of each cut being 
optimised. The peak in a plot of gamma-ray significance versus cut value for 
the cut under optimisation represents its first “best-estimate” value. Figure 5.4 
shows the gamma-ray significance versus cut value plot for each cut from the 
final iteration of the optimisation procedure. Once the first best-estimate value 
for each cut is found, the process is repeated with the first best-estimates val­
ues replacing the initial values. After several iterations the best-estimate cuts 
converge. For the present analysis, the cuts were found to converge sufficiently 
after three iterations, to give the “optimised” values shown in Table 5.3.
The significance for the 41 Crab Nebula ON/OFF pairs after application of 
the optimised cuts was found to be 28.0 a with a rate of 1.34 ±  0.05 gamma 
rays per minute, compared with 20.9 a and 2.47 ±  0.12 gamma rays per minute 
for Supercuts 2000. When the optimisation is based solely on the significance, 
the rate typically diminishes as seen here. The significance improves because of 
better background rejection (99.94 % for the optimised cuts compared to 99.4 
% for Supercuts 2000). While it is shown that the optimised cuts do achieve 
improvement for the Crab Nebula data, improvement will only be expected in 
the case of IC 342 if there actually is a gamma-ray signal present and if the 
IC 342 energy spectrum is similar to that of the Crab Nebula. As discussed in
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Section 6.3, the spectral index for IC 342 is likely to be in the region of —2.5, 
compared with a value of —2.49 ±  0.06stat ±  0.04syst for the Crab Nebula (Hillas 
et al., 1998).
The validity of the optimised Supercuts derived from Crab Nebula data, 
was tested using a selection of independent data from a known TeV gamma- 
ray source, Mrk 421. The 22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF pairs were recorded in the 
same season of observation as the data under investigation in this work and 
again were selected on the basis of high elevation (between 50° and 84°), good 
weather conditions, stable rates for the full 28 minutes of the run, and absence 
of hardware and DAQ anomalies. The significance for the 22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF 
pairs after application of the optimised cuts was found to be 31.7 a with a rate 
of 2.14 ±  0.07 gamma rays per minute, compared with 33.0 o  and 5.00 ±  0.15 
gamma rays per minute for Supercuts 2000.
The Supercuts optimised for the Crab Nebula data produced a slightly worse 
result in the case of Mrk 421. This is probably due to a variety of factors, 
including differences in spectra of the two sources, sky brightness differences 
and different sets of pixels suppressed (due to bright stars in the field of view) 
in the two cases.
5.4.4 Scaling of Optimised Supercuts with Elevation
Because of the celestial position of IC 342 and the location of the Whipple 
Observatory, the elevation of this object never exceeds 54° when observed with 
the 10m telescope. The IC 342 data used in this work were recorded at low 
elevation angles, between 41° and 54°.
When observing an object of low elevation, the Cherenkov radiation must 
traverse a greater distance through the Earth’s atmosphere to reach the tele­
scope and will therefore be subject to more absorption. Furthermore, the impact 
area on the ground of the cascade arriving at a lower angle is far greater than 
the impact area of a cascade falling straight down from zenith. For observations 
at low elevation, the energy threshold is higher and the event rate is lower (even
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Figure 5.4: Plots of final significance versus cut values for the optimisation 
procedure described in Section 5.4.3. The position of the peak, if present, in 
each plot indicates the optimal cut value.
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though the effective area is greater for high-energy events). The length, width 
and size of Cherenkov images are all reduced by the greater distance to the 
EASs, so the selection criteria derived for high elevation observations are no 
longer optimised. To overcome this problem, an attempt was made to scale the 
cuts with respect to elevation.
The Crab Nebula data discussed in Section 5.4.3 were recorded with eleva­
tion angles ranging from 50° to 80°. The dataset was split into five separate 
subsets for elevation ranges: 50° — 55°, 56° — 62°, 63° — 67°, 68° — 74° and 
>  75° with 5, 7, 10, 5 and 14 ON/OFF pairs in each subset respectively. Re­
optimisation was carried out on each subset as described in the previous section, 
to achieve the highest significance for each elevation range. Again, it was found 
that the procedure converged sufficiently for each subset after three iterations.
The purpose of this particular analysis is to compare the data under inves­
tigation recorded at low elevation to “standard candle” data recorded at the 
same low elevation. The derived scaling of optimised Supercuts values for each 
elevation range is presented in Table 5.4. Table 5.5 shows the comparison of 
significance and rates between the different elevation ranges for the respective 
subsets of Crab Nebula data. An extra set of cuts was extrapolated from the 
subset cuts to provide cuts applicable to elevations less than 50°. No Crab 
Nebula data were available below the 50° — 55° elevation range so this extrap­
olation was done to allow the lowest IC 342 elevation data recorded (41°) to be 
compared beyond the lowest Crab Nebula elevation data recorded (50°). These 
extrapolated cuts are shown in Table 5.6. For observations at low elevation, 
the air showers detected are further from the telescope and the Cherenkov light 
traverses a greater thickness of atmosphere to reach the detector. As a result, 
the recorded events are expected to be less bright and have smaller length and 
width. This is reflected in the lower value for the upper length cut and the 
higher length/size cut for the low elevation data (the upper width cut is al­
ready comparable with the pixel diameter). Furthermore, because the events 
on average have smaller length the orientation is less well defined, leading to a
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Parameter Cut 50° -  55° 56° -  62° 63° -  67° 68° -  74° >  75°
Alpha 22° 16° 10° 10° 9°
Lower Length 0.13° 0.14° 0.12° 0.12° 0.11°
Upper Length 0.20° 0.20° 0.24° 0.24° 0.23°
Lower Width 0.05° 0.05° 0.05° 0.04° 0.05°
Upper Width 0.10° 0.10° 0.10° 0.10° 0.11°
Lower Distance 0.40° 0.41° 0.38° 0.50° 0.51°
Upper Distance 0.95° 0.97° 0.98° 0.89° 0.95°
Length/Size 0.00036 d.c. 0.00036 d.c. 0.00033 d.c. 0.00037 d.c. 0.00030 d.c.
Frac3 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
Table 5.4: Cut values derived from the scaling of optimised Supercuts for each 
elevation range.
higher alpha cut. The significance and rates for all 41 Crab Nebula ON/OFF 
pairs when analysed with the combination from the scaled cuts from the differ­
ent elevation ranges was found to be 29.5 a with a rate of 1.84 ±  0.06 gamma 
rays per minute.
Elevation Range Significance (a) Rate (gamma rays/minute)
50° -  55° 6.1 1.45 ±  0.24
56° -  62° 11.2 1.57 ±  0.14
63° -  67° 14.7 1.53 ±  0.10
68° -  74° 12.3 2.13 ±  0.17
>  75° 20.7 2.23 ±  0.11
Table 5.5: Analysis results for each subset of Crab Nebula data after application 
of scaled Supercuts.
The validity of the scaled optimised Supercuts, derived from Crab Nebula 
data, was again tested using the Mrk 421 data. The significance and rates for all 
22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF pairs when analysed with the combination of the scaling 
of optimised Supercuts from the different elevation ranges was found to be 33.2 
a with a rate of 2.70 ±  0.08 gamma rays per minute.
5.5 Kernel Analysis
The Supercuts analysis procedure is a type of selection known as box selection. 
Every event, when tagged with its image parameter values, can be considered
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Parameter Cut Extrapolated Cuts
Alpha 
Lower Length 
Upper Length 
Lower Width 
Upper Width 
Lower Distance 
Upper Distance 
Length/Size 
Frac3
28°
0.13° 
0.20° 
0.05° 
0.10° 
0.39° 
0.94° 
0.00036°/ d.c. 
0.98
Table 5.6: Cuts extrapolated to elevation <  50° from the scaling of optimised 
Supercuts. These cuts represent an elevation range subset that would lie below 
the 50° — 55° elevation range subset.
to exist at a point in n-dimensional parameter space. Upper and lower bound­
aries on parameter values define an n-dimensional box within this parameter 
space. Events which lie within the box are selected, those outside the box are 
rejected. This box acts as a filter to discriminate between gamma-ray events 
and background events.
Kernel analysis is an alternative approach which evaluates the likelihood that 
each individual event is a gamma-ray event or a background event by determin­
ing its relative proximity to a population of gamma-ray events or background 
events in parameter space. This closeness can be measured by a kernel function.
The kernel technique was applied in high-energy nuclear physics in the de­
tection of the top quark (Holmstrom and Sain, 1997). The use of the technique 
in TeV gamma-ray astronomy has been described previously by Moriarty and 
Samuel son (2000). The method was found to be effective in improving the de­
tection significance for strong gamma-ray sources (Crab Nebula, Mrk 421 and 
Mrk 501) but was not tested on weak sources. A previous attempt to use the 
method in the case of a weak source (the blazar 1ES 2344 +514) was unsuc­
cessful because the data in that case consisted mainly of tracking runs (Quinn, 
2005). This issue does not arise in the present investigation, where the IC 342 
observations were all made in ON/OFF mode, and it was decided to apply the 
kernel analysis to the IC 342 data to establish whether it would improve the
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significance of the signal (if any).
5.5.1 The Kernel Method
In kernel analysis, a real data event is placed in n-dimensional parameter space 
with a large population of simulated events.
The image parameters used for each event are length, I, and width, w, of 
the event ellipse, the distance, d, from the centre of the ellipse to the centre of 
the camera, the natural logarithm of the size, ln(s), of the image and alpha, a, 
the orientation angle of the ellipse. An event is then represented as a vector p =  
(l,w ,d,\n(s),a). Each event is then classified as a gamma-ray or background 
event depending on a likelihood ratio:
that it is a background event. The likelihood of a gamma-ray event, / 7, is 
estimated from a set of simulated gamma rays, iV7, with parameter vectors 
p~fi =  (Ji> di, ln(si), Qij).
The kernel function, K (p —p7i), is effectively a point-spread function describing 
the “influence” of vector pyi at p. fn  is estimated in a similar way from a set of 
Nb real background events with parameter vectors psi =  (k, wi,di, hif.s )^, c^):
(5.9)
where / 7 is the likelihood that it is a gamma-ray event and fg  is the likelihood
(5.10)
(5.11)
No simple function can describe the probability density distribution of 
gamma-ray images nor the distribution of background events. A  simple dia-
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grammatic representation of the kernel technique for a hypothetical univariate 
situation is shown in Figure 5.5. The probability density distribution of p can 
be crudely represented by a histogram, but the histogram is a less than ideal 
representation due to its discontinuous nature and its heavy dependence on the 
binning parameters used. A smoother continuous approximation to the true 
probability density distribution of p can be obtained by convolving each point 
in p with a point-spread function, to form a “kernel” , and summing the results.
Figure 5.5: The kernel probability density estimator: each data point is con­
volved with a point-spread function which is then summed, producing a smooth 
approximation to the probability density distribution. Adapted from Quinn 
(2005).
The point-spread function which forms the kernel and the summing of these 
kernels is akin to Fourier analysis in which a single-valued periodic function 
may be built as a summation of individual sinusoidal components. In this 
work, a multivariate Gaussian is used as the kernel function (see Equations 
5.13 and 5.14). For a kernel function that is the product of Gaussians, with 
one Gaussian in each dimension, a scaling factor, h7, is employed to minimise 
the mean integrated squared error between the kernel estimator and an actual 
distribution (Scott, 1992) and is given by:
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where n is the number of parameters and similarly for hs- The probability 
distribution function (kernel estimator) is of the form:
where p is the coordinate in parameter space of the real data event, prL is the 
coordinate of the ith simulated gamma-ray event, £7 is the covariance matrix of 
the simulated gamma-ray dataset (giving the dependence of each parameter on 
every other parameter) and /i7 is the scale factor.
The background likelihood, f s ,  for each event is calculated in the same 
manner except that real background data replace the simulated gamma-ray 
data.
where Nb is a set of real background events with parameter vectors psi and 
is the covariance matrix of the background dataset.
For each event recorded in the ON and OFF dataset, the image is parame- 
terised to give the vector p. The logarithmic of the likelihood ratio, log(-R), is 
then a measure of the probability that the event is a gamma-ray event:
( - ¿ a (p -  P B i ) y ( , p ' (p -  pB ,)j (5.14)
(5.15)
In an ideal distribution of log(i?) values, gamma-ray events would be expected 
to have positive log(-R) values, and background events negative log(i?) values.
Each event in n-dimensional parameter space is tagged with a log(i?) value. 
A cut, RCut, applied to the log(i?) values. Rcut is essentially a contour in ra-space. 
Events are selected as gamma-ray events, the rest are assumed to be background. 
The kernel estimator (probability distribution function) in effect converts an 
n-dimensional box parameter selection into a one-dimensional selection. The 
boundary value, Rcut, is determined experimentally in the same manner in which 
parameter values are determined for the optimisation of Supercuts (Section 
5.4.3). The value chosen is the one which gives the best signal significance on 
a test dataset. For a given Rcut value, the significance is determined by using 
the same standard Poisson excess calculation as in Equations 5.6 and 5.7:
N o n  —  N o f f  i c \
c e x c e s s  =  , -Ar
\ ^ on +  Noff
and gamma-ray rate:
A  Non  -  No f f  V N o n  +  N OFf  ^
t t K ' )
where N o n  and N o f f  are the number of events with log(i?,) >  Rcut in the ON 
and OFF datasets respectively and t is the duration of observation of the source.
5.5.2 Reduction of Computational Overhead
Kernel analysis is computationally intensive, as every event is compared with 
every gamma-ray simulation and with every background event. Two possibilities 
for reducing the analysis time have been investigated, pre-selection of events and 
lattice analysis (Moriarty and Samuelson, 2000).
Since most events in the dataset are not gamma-ray-initiated, many can be 
eliminated with loose cuts on individual parameters before applying the kernel 
analysis. By rejecting in advance those events whose parameters values fall well 
within the background regions of parameter space, it is possible to reduce the 
kernel analysis computational workload, without significantly affecting the final
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Parameter Lower Cut Upper Cut
Length 0° 0.40°
Width 0° 0.20°
Alpha 0° 55°
ln(Size) 0 d.c. —
Table 5.7: Kernel pre-selection cuts.
results. The pre-selection method can reduce the number of calculations by a 
factor of five and is the method employed in this work.
The probability distributions / 7 and f s  defined by Equations 5.13 and 5.14, 
represent the convolution of the gamma-ray simulations and background sam­
ples with a kernel (point-spread) function. Therefore, the value of the log- 
likelihood function, log(ff), can be precalculated for a lattice of points in the 
n-dimensional parameter space. Values between the nodes of the lattice can be 
estimated using linear piecewise interpolation (Moriarty and Samuelson, 2000). 
The lattice analysis need only perform one linear piecewise interpolation per 
event, resulting in a reduced analysis time rather than a comparison with all 
simulated gamma rays and background events. While producing the required 
lattice requires many more calculations than a typical full kernel analysis, it 
need only be carried out once per detector configuration.
5.5.3 Gamma-Ray Simulations
In practice the kernel technique calculates the probability that an event is a 
gamma-ray event or a background event by comparing its properties to that 
of a database of simulated gamma rays and real background events. Any real 
background data recorded using the same telescope configuration during the 
same season of observation may be used in this analysis. The simulated gamma- 
ray events were generated using the GrISU software program developed jointly 
by Grinnell College, Iowa and Iowa State University. The GrISU simulations 
program may be differentiated into three distinct procedures.
• Simulation of extensive air showers: The generation of simulated EASs
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is accomplished by a program routine known as KASCADE, a modified 
version of that originally developed by Kertzman and Sembroski (1994). 
The KASCADE routine simulates the physics of the particle showers that 
occur in the atmosphere. It traces out the trajectories of all the particles 
created in the EAS as the gamma rays interact with nuclei and produce 
electron-positron pairs. KASCADE  creates a 3-dimensional map of the 
EAS, reconstructing the interactions of each secondary particle as it de­
scends through a model atmosphere.
• Simulation of Cherenkov emission: The 3-dimensional map created by 
KASCADE is forwarded to the routine Cherenkf, the second program in 
the simulation procedure. Cherenkf uses the 3-D maps to simulate the 
physics of the Cherenkov emission from each of the particles. It models 
the atmosphere and index of refraction, calculates emission angles and 
tracks each photon until it arrives on the ground (Carter-Lewis, 1992).
• Simulation of the detector: The final procedure models the optical and 
electronic processes in the telescope system. The GrISUDet program 
tracks individual Cherenkov photons as they reflect from the mirrors and 
illuminate the camera and models the charge pulses produced by the pho­
tomultiplier tubes and subsequent electronics. At this stage, artificial 
noise can also be injected into the data to reflect the level of background 
light expected at the telescope. The most suitable noise level to inject 
can be identified by varying the amount of noise in the simulations and 
comparing the resulting pedestal variance distribution to that of real data.
Simulated events which have an energy above the energy threshold of the 
telescope will result in a trigger and will be recorded. These simulated recorded 
events are subjected to the same image cleaning, calibration and parameterisa- 
tion as for real Cherenkov events and can then be used for the kernel analysis 
or for diagnostic investigations. In this work, sets of 100000 gamma-ray events 
with spectral index equal to that of the Crab Nebula were simulated for each
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Crab Nebula 
Data
Supercuts 2000 Optimised Cuts Scaled 
Optimised Cuts
Kernel Analysis
Significance (a) 
Rate (7 /minute)
20.9 
2.47 ±  0.12
28.0 
1.34 ±  0.05
29.5 
1.84 ±  0.06
29.9 
1.74 ±  0.06
Table 5.8: A comparison of Supercuts 2000, optimised cuts, scaled optimised 
cuts and kernel analysis applied to Crab Nebula data.
Mrk 421 
Data
Supercuts 2000 Optimised Cuts Scaled 
Optimised Cuts
Kernel Analysis
Significance (a) 
Rate (7 /minute)
33.0 
5.00 ±  0.15
31.7 
2.14 ±  0.08
33.2 
2.70 ±  0.08
38.9 
3.24 ±  0.08
Table 5.9: A comparison of Supercuts 2000, optimised cuts, scaled optimised 
cuts and kernel analysis applied to Mrk 421 data.
elevation at which the IC 342 dataset was recorded, resulting in -  1.5 x 106 
simulated events.
5.5.4 Optimisation of Kernel Cut
As mentioned in Section 5.5.1, the log(i?) cut must be optimised to give the best 
significance for the dataset under investigation. Simplistically, if gamma-ray and 
background events were completely distinct, the Rcut boundary separating both 
populations would occur at zero, making discrimination easy. Unfortunately, 
the two distributions overlap to some extent, so optimisation is required to 
determine the most efficient cut value. The kernel analysis effectively merges 
the five parameters (length, width, distance, ln(size) and a) into a single log(i?) 
score so that only one parameter needs to be optimised in this case.
To determine the optimal cut, the same Crab Nebula data which were used 
in the Supercuts optimisation analysis in Section 5.4.3 were again used.
From Figure 5.6, a value of 4.97 was chosen as the optimised kernel cut. For 
this value of Rcut, the significance for the 41 Crab Nebula ON/OFF pairs after 
is found to be 29.9 a with a rate of 1.74 ±  0.06 gamma rays per minute. Table
5.8 shows that for the Crab Nebula data, the significance and rate obtained 
from the kernel optimisation is greater than the result from the optimisation
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Figure 5.6: A kernel analysis of 41 Crab Nebula ON/OFF pairs. The peak of 
this distribution indicates the optimal kernel cut value (Rcut)• The maximum 
significance is obtained for R^t =  4.97.
of Supercuts and slightly greater than the result from the scaled optimised 
Supercuts.
The validity of the kernel cut optimisation, derived from Crab Nebula data, 
was tested using the Mrk 421 dataset described in Section 5.4.3. Figure 5.7 
shows the plot of significance against Rcut for the Mrk 421 data. The significance 
for the 22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF pairs using the value Rcut =  4.97 optimised on the 
Crab Nebula dataset was found to be 38.9 a with a rate of 3.24 ±  0.08 gamma 
rays per minute.
Table 5.9 shows that for the Mrk 421 data, the significance and rate obtained 
from the kernel optimisation is greater than the result from the optimisation of 
Supercuts and scaled optimised Supercuts. A  complete graphical representation
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Figure 5.7: A kernel analysis of 22 Mrk 421 ON/OFF pairs, 
of the overall kernel analysis procedure can be seen in Figure 5.8.
5.6 Flux Calculation
As seen in the previous sections the analysis methods are applied to a recorded 
dataset to determine the significance and rate of TeY gamma-ray emission. 
While the detection rate is typically expressed as number of gamma-ray counts 
per minute, a more useful expression is obtained if the detection rate is converted 
to a flux expressed as number of gamma-ray counts per unit area per unit time 
(e.g. m- 2s-1) above the energy threshold. The flux allows for a more direct 
comparison between different instruments.
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Figure 5.8: The kernel analysis procedure for ON/OFF data.
Simulated
Background
Events
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To determine the flux, the collection area of the telescope must first be deter­
mined. The collection area of an I ACT detector represents the area over which 
gamma-ray and background events trigger the telescope and is a measure of the 
efficiency of gamma-ray detection over a range of energies. In order to determine 
the collection area it is necessary to perform an exact calibration of the tele­
scope and the gamma-ray selection technique employed as the sensitivity of the 
telescope to gamma rays is dependent on the gamma-ray selection procedures 
performed on the raw data. Simply, the collection area is dependent on the 
selection procedure. Also the collection area increases as a function of incident 
energy while the gamma-ray flux from an object decreases with increasing en­
ergy, thereby complicating the energy response of the detector. The collection 
area must therefore be calculated for each gamma-ray selection procedure and 
also for each observing season, due to upgrades or degradation to the telescope 
hardware.
The collection area was determined directly from gamma-ray simulations. 
Gamma-ray air showers were simulated with an impact radius of 320 m which 
defines a circular area A 0 perpendicular to the optical axis of the telescope. 
These simulations are those discussed previously in Section 5.5.3. The collection 
area at a particular energy, A(E ), can be calculated by projecting a number of 
simulated showers (Nincident) over an area A q. and counting the number which 
trigger the telescope and pass the gamma-ray selection criteria (Ntrig+cuts)■ The 
collection area at a given energy is calculated by;
5.6.1 Determination of Effective Collection Area
For very low energies, the collection area is expected to be small, as the 
Cherenkov light produced is insufficient to trigger the telescope. In principle, 
the collection area is large for high-energy showers; however, such showers may 
be rejected by the distance cut. The collection area is also dependent on the
(5.18)
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zenith angle of the telescope, thus simulations appropriate to the range of zenith 
angles used for observations must be used in approximating the collection area.
to a particular gamma-ray source without incorporating the effect of the source 
spectrum. This is achieved by convolving the collection area curve with the 
source spectrum (assumed to follow a power law), resulting in a differential 
response curve:
where r is the gamma-ray rate, / 7 is the flux constant, and a  is the differential 
spectral index. The differential response curve provides a measure of the true 
sensitivity of the telescope to gamma rays from the object under investigation.
Using the simulation dataset detailed in Section 5.5.3, the collection area 
and energy threshold values were calculated. The energy thresholds were cal­
culated assuming a Crab-Nebula-like spectrum, i.e., I^.E~a =  3.20 x 10-7 x 
(E/TeV)~2'49 m-2 s-1 TeV-1 (Hillas et al., 1998). The conventional definition 
of the energy threshold (Eth) is the point where the differential rate of gamma 
rays from the Crab Nebula reaches a maximum. This effectively occurs at the 
peak in the differential response curve (see Figures 5.9 (bottom), 5.10 (bottom) 
and 5.11 (bottom)). Thus the conventional energy threshold is the collector’s 
peak response energy (PRE) to a Crab-Nebula-like spectrum.
The other parameter used in classifying the response of the telescope is the 
effective collection area (A ef j ). This can be derived in terms of the collection 
area function A (E ) using a method similar to that of Kertzman and Sembroski
However, A (E ) is not sufficient to characterise the response of the telescope
(5,19)
(1994):
R (>  Eth) =  A(E)I-,E~a dE =  A„f f  I^E~a dE  (5.20)
Rearranging we have an expression for the effective area:
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* ( > £ „ , )  J ^ A { E ) I ,E - ‘ dE
F lu x (> E th) J ^ I yE - “ dE ' '
This calculation is effectively a division of the area under the differential re­
sponse curve by the area under the source spectrum, from the energy threshold 
upwards. The effective area for Supercuts, optimised Supercuts and scaled Su­
percuts in this work was found to be (3.25 ±  0.04) x 104 m2, (2.12 ±  0.04) x 
104 m2 and (7.01 ±  0.02) x 104 m2 respectively. These are shown in Figures
5.9 (top), 5.10 (top) and 5.11 (top). The effective area for Supercuts was used 
as the effective area for the kernel analysis; while this is clearly not a valid 
assumption (since as seen in Tables 5.8 and 5.9, the gamma-ray rates obtained 
with kernel analysis are ~  30 % lower than for Supercuts), a more detailed 
analysis was not carried out for the present work.
5.6.2 Flux Upper Limits
If the analysis of a source results in a non-detection, i.e., if the excess is not 
statistically significant, it is possible to impose upper limits on the number of 
gamma-ray events coming from the target object. In this work, upper limits 
were derived using a three-step process.
Firstly, the Helene (1983) method calculates the probability density function 
of the number of source events based on the number of events in the ON and 
OFF dataset. Using the probability density function it is possible to determine 
the maximum number of events coming from the source with a given confidence 
level, assuming statistical fluctuations only. In practice, the upper limit on the 
number of counts, Nui, is calculated by numerically solving the equation:
J ( N,d- N \
l ~ C L =  j ( z ^ )  ^ 22)
where CL  is the desired confidence level (e.g., 0.999), N  is the excess number of 
events ( N o n  ~ N o f f ) ,  & is the standard deviation of the background number
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of events (y/NoN +  Nqff) and I (z ) is the error function of the form:
e 2 dx (5.23)
To convert the upper limit on the number of counts to a flux upper limit, an 
intermediate step is applied whereby the upper limit on the number of counts 
(Nui) is converted to an upper limit of the gamma-ray rate from the Crab Nebula 
(ULCU) in terms of the average rate from the Crab Nebula (ratecrab) for the 
same season of observation as the object under investigation:
where t is the number of minutes spent observing the object. Finally, this upper 
limit in Crab Nebula units can then be converted into an absolute flux (ULabs) 
above the energy threshold of the telescope by assuming a Crab-Nebula-like 
spectrum:
This flux upper limit calculation assumes that the VHE Crab Nebula flux 
is constant so that changes in the observed Crab Nebula count rate are most 
likely due to changes in the telescope or instrument sensitivity, variable weather 
conditions or energy threshold (Aharonian et al., 2004).
The energy thresholds for Supercuts, optimised Supercuts and scaled Su­
percuts in this work was found to be 0.38 TeV, 0.46 TeV and 0.60 TeV, respec-
T d tC Q j-d f j
(5.24)
ULa\)s U Lcu x Fcrab(E >  Eth) (5.25)
where FCrab{E >  Eth) is the Crab Nebula integral flux above the energy thresh­
old of the telescope (Eth) for the relevant season. The Crab Nebula integral 
flux above a given energy threshold Eth is calculated using;
(E/TeV)~2Ag dE (5.26)
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tively (see the bottom panels of Figures 5.9 — 5.11). For simplicity, the energy 
threshold for the Supercuts was used as the energy threshold for the kernel 
analysis. The Crab Nebula flux integrated above each of these energy thresh­
olds gives Fcrab(E >  0.38 TeV) =  1.35 x 10-6 m-2 s-1 , Fcrab(E >  0.46 TeV) 
=  1.02 x 10-6 m-2 s-1 , Fcrab(E >  0.60 TeV) =  6.85 x 10~7 m~2 s-1 and 
Fcrab(E >  0.38 TeV) =  8.91 x 10-7 m-2 s-1 for Supercuts, optimised Super­
cuts, scaled Supercuts and kernel cuts, respectively.
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Effective Collection Area: Supercuts 2000
Energy (TeV)
Figure 5.9: Collection area distribution (top) and differential response curve 
(bottom) using 100000 simulated gamma-ray events describing the Whipple 
10m telescope response to a source with a Crab-Nebula-like spectrum using 
Supercuts 2000.
Energy (TeV)
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Effective Collection Area: Optimised Supercuts
Energy (TeV)
Energy (TeV)
Figure 5.10: Collection area distribution (top) and differential response curve 
(bottom) using 100000 simulated gamma-ray events describing the Whipple 
10m telescope response to a source with a Crab-Nebula-like spectrum using 
optimised Supercuts.
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Effective Collection Area: Scaled Cuts
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Figure 5.11: Collection area distribution (top) and differential response curve 
(bottom) using 100000 simulated gamma-ray events describing the Whipple 
10m telescope response to a source with a Crab-Nebula-like spectrum using 
scaled optimised cuts.
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Chapter 6
VHE Observations of the 
Starburst Galaxy IC 342.
6.1 Introduction
This work is concerned with a search for VHE gamma radiation from the star- 
burst galaxy IC 342. The observations of IC 342 were carried out at the Fred 
Lawrence Whipple Observatory on Mount Hopkins, Arizona, during the observ­
ing season of 2003 — 2004. The observational data were analysed as described in 
Chapter 5. In this chapter, the results of this analysis are presented in Section 
6.2, followed by concluding remarks.
6.2 Results of Search for VHE Gamma Radia­
tion from the Starburst Galaxy IC 342.
The database of IC 342 observations comprises 51 ON/OFF pairs with a total 
exposure time of 1428 minutes, taken between October 2003 and April 2004. 
The runs were all taken in good weather, had stable cosmic-ray rates and were 
free of any hardware or data-acquisition problems. Unfortunately, because of its 
declination, the maximum elevation angle of IC 342 observed from the Whipple 
Observatory is only 54°. The observations reported here were recorded at ele­
vation angles between 41° and 54°. The parameterised events were subjected 
to the discrimination criteria of Super cuts 2000, optimised Supercuts, scaled 
Supercuts and kernel analysis as described in Chapter 5.
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IC 342 Data Supercuts 2000
Events On ( N o n )
Events Off (N o f f )
Excess Events 
Significance (a)
Rate (gamma rays/minute) 
Effective Area (m2)
Upper Limit (N ui Helene 99.9 %) 
Energy Threshold (E^)
Flux Upper Limit (m-2 s-1 )
9990 
9951 
39 
0.276 
0.027 ±  0.099 
(3.25 ±  0.04) x 104 
495 
0.38 TeV 
1.78 x 10“ 7
Table 6.1: Analysis results for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 — 2004 
observing season after application of standard Supercuts 2000.
6.2.1 Supercuts Results
The results obtained by applying standard Supercuts 2000 to the IC 342 dataset 
are presented in Table 6.1. The alpha distribution plot for the IC 342 dataset 
after application of these cuts is depicted in Figure 6.1. There is no discernable 
difference between the ON and OFF data, and it is clear that no gamma-ray 
signal is present.
6.2.2 Optimisation of Supercuts Results
The results obtained by applied the optimised Supercuts described in Section
5.4.3 to the IC 342 dataset are presented in Table 6.2, and the corresponding 
alpha distribution plot is shown in Figure 6.2.
6.2.3 Scaling of Optimised Supercuts Results
The original Supercuts 2000 and the re-optimised Supercuts are derived for ob­
servations at large elevation angles, and are therefore not directly applicable to 
the IC342 observations described here. The scaled cuts derived in Section 5.4.4 
are designed to overcome this problem. The results obtained by applying the 
scaled cuts are presented in Table 6.3, and the corresponding alpha distribution 
plot is shown in Figure 6.3. Even with the scaled cuts, there is no evidence for 
a gamma-ray signal in the IC 342 data.
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Supercuts 2000 On/Off Histogram: Alpha (°) Vs. No. of Events per 5° bin
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Figure 6.1: Alpha distribution plot for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 
— 2004 observing season after application of standard Supercuts 2000.
IC 342 Data Optimised Supercuts
Events On ( N o n )
Events Off ( N o f f )
Excess Events 
Significance ( a )
Rate (gamma rays/minute) 
Effective Area (m2)
Upper Limit (N u i Helene 99.9 %) 
Energy Threshold (Eth)
Flux Upper Limit (m-2 s-1 )
1058 
1063 
-5 
-0.108 
-0.003 ±  0.032 
(2.12 ±  0.04) x 104 
147 
0.46 TeV 
8.10 x 10“ 8
Table 6.2: Analysis results for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 — 2004 
observing season after application of optimised Supercuts.
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Optimised Supercuts On/Off Histogram: Alpha (°) Vs. No. of Events per 5° bin 
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Figure 6.2: Alpha distribution plot for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 
— 2004 observing season after application of optimised Supercuts.
IC 342 Data Scaled Optimised Supercuts
Events On (Non)
Events Off (Noff)
Excess Events 
Significance (a)
Rate (gamma rays/minute) 
Effective Area (m2)
Upper Limit (Nui Helene 99.9 %) 
Energy Threshold (Eth)
Flux Upper Limit (m-2 s-1 )
3760 
3708 
52 
0.602 
0.036 ±  0.060 
(7.01 ±  0.02) x 104 
327 
0.60 TeV 
5.46 x 10~8
Table 6.3: Analysis results for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 — 2004 
observing season after application of scaled Supercuts.
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Scaling of Optimised Supercuts On/Off Histogram: Alpha (°) Vs. No. of Events per 5° bin
Figure 6.3: Alpha distribution plot for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 
— 2004 observing season after application of scaled optimised Supercuts.
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IC 342 Data Kernel Analysis
Kernel Cut 
Events On (Non)
Events Off (Noff)
Excess Events 
Significance (a)
Rate (gamma rays/minute) 
Time Recorded (minutes) 
Effective Area (m2)
Upper Limit (Nui Helene 99.9 %) 
Energy Threshold (E^)
Flux Upper Limit (m-2 s-1 )
4.97 
1697 
1675 
22 
0.379 
0.015 ±  0.041 
1425.032 
(3.25 ±  0.04) x 104 
208 
0.38 TeV 
7.47 x 10~8
Table 6.4: Kernel analysis results of IC 342 data from the 2003 — 2004 observing 
season.
6.2.4 Kernel Analysis Results
Kernel analysis was applied to the IC 342 dataset as a whole and was also 
applied to the individual data pairs grouped by elevation range. 100000 gamma- 
ray events were simulated for each elevation at which the IC 342 dataset was 
recorded. The results of applying the kernel analysis to the IC 342 dataset are 
presented in Table 6.4. A plot of gamma-ray significance versus log(i?) cut is 
shown in Figure 6.4. The log(i?) cut of 4.97 derived from the kernel optimisation 
on Crab Nebula data gave a significance of 0.379 a consistent with the results 
from the other analysis methods. An upper limit was calculated at the 99.9 
% confidence level using the method described in Section 5.6.2. Although the 
kernel analysis has proved very successful when applied to strong gamma-ray 
sources like the Crab Nebula and Mrk 421, its efficacy has not been established 
for weak sources.
6.3 Discussion of Results: IC 342
The results obtained using the different analysis methods are compared in Table 
6.5, where the flux upper limits have also been expressed in terms of the Crab 
Nebula flux for the appropriate energy threshold.
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S i g n i f i c a n c e  V s .  K e r n e l  C u t
Figure 6.4: Kernel analysis of 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs. The kernel cut of 
4.97 derived from the kernel optimisation of Crab Nebula data was chosen to 
generate this distribution.
As discussed above, the most reliable result is that obtained using the scaled 
cuts: significance 0.602 a with nominal rate of 0.04 ±  0.06 gamma rays per 
minute. The flux upper limit above 600 GeV (at 99.9 % confidence) is deter­
mined to be 5.46 x 10-8 m-2 s-1 , corresponding to ~  8 % of the Crab Nebula 
flux in the same energy range.
The observations of IC 342 were motivated by the detection of diffuse TeV 
gamma-ray emission from the starburst galaxy NGC 253 claimed by Itoh et al. 
(2002) using the CANGAROO-II 10m telescope near Woomera in South Aus­
tralia. That detection was reported at a significance level of ~  11 a with a flux 
of (7.8 ±  2.5) x 10-8 m-2 s-1 at a threshold energy of 400 GeV. Such a flux 
level should be detectable with the Whipple 10m telescope.
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IC 342 
Analysis
Significance
(° )
Rate
(7-rays/minute)
Flux Upper Limit 
(m“ 2 s-1 )
Flux Upper Limit 
(Crab)
Super cuts 0.276 0.027 ±  0.099 1.78 x 10- 7 13 %
Optimised 
Super cuts
-0.108 -0.003 ±  0.032 8.10 x 10“ 8 8 %
Scaled
Optimised
Supercuts
0.602 0.036 ±  0.060 5.46 x 10“ 8 8 %
Kernel 0.379 0.015 ±  0.041 7.47 x 10“ 8 8 %
Table 6.5: All analysis results for 51 IC 342 ON/OFF pairs from the 2003 
— 2004 observing season after application of Supercuts, optimised Supercuts, 
scaled optimised Supercuts and kernel analysis.
NGC 253 is not observable from the Whipple Observatory, so IC 342 was 
chosen as a suitable northern hemisphere target with very similar properties 
(although NGC 253 can be observed from Woomera at elevations up to 84°, 
leading to a lower energy threshold than for the Whipple 10m observation of 
IC 342). The distance to NGC 253 is 2.6 ±  0.7 Mpc; the distance to IC 342 
is somewhat uncertain, but it could be as low as 1.8 Mpc. If the intrinsic level 
of emission from the two galaxies is similar (as might be expected since the 
dynamical processes and the morphology of the molecular gas in the central 
regions of these galaxies are almost identical (Boker et al., 1998)), the flux 
detected from IC 342 could actually be higher by a factor ~  2.
Low-elevation observations of NGC 253 were carried out by the HEGRA Col­
laboration in 2001 but no gamma-ray emission was detected (Gotting, 2006). A 
upper limit on the flux above 5.2 TeV of F (>  5.2 TeV) <  1.3 x 10-9 photons 
m~2 s-1 at 99 % confidence was derived from 32.5 hours of observation, cor­
responding to ~  11 % of the Crab Nebula flux. However, because of the high 
energy threshold of the HEGRA observations, this result is not in conflict an 
the extrapolation of the spectrum quoted by Itoh et al. (2002).
Unfortunately, observations of NGC 253 with the H.E.S.S. array (Aharonian
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et al., 2005b) contradicted the Itoh et al. (2002) claim, giving a flux upper limits 
above 300 GeV of 1.9 x 10-8 photons m-2 s-1 for point-source emission and
6.3 x 10~8 photons m-2 s_1 for extended emission. Subsequent re-appraisal of 
the CANGAROO-II results identified errors in the analysis that invalidated the 
claim of a detection; later observations with the CANGAROO-III array also 
led to the conclusion that TeV emission from NGC 253 had not in fact been 
detected (Itoh et al., 2007).
More recently, VHE gamma-radiation has been detected from two starburst 
galaxies. The VERITAS Collaboration measured VHE emission from the galaxy 
M 82 with flux F (E  > 700 GeV) =  (3.7 ±  0.8stat ±  0.7syst) x 10-9 m-2 s-1 at 
a significance level of 4.8 a (Acciari et al., 2009a). This result is based on 137 
hours of observation, yielding an excess of only 91 gamma-ray-like events (~  0.7 
photons per hour). The flux corresponds to ~  0.9 % of the Crab Nebula flux 
for the same threshold energy. At the same time, the H.E.S.S. Collaboration 
presented a 5.2 a detection of NGC 253 with an integral flux of F (>  220 GeV) =  
( 5.5 ±  1.0stat ±  2.8syst) x 10-9 m-2 s-1 , corresponding 0.3 % of the Crab Nebula 
flux (Acero et al., 2009). This result was based on 119 hours of observation in 
2005, 2007 and 2008 with the full H.E.S.S. 4-telescope array.
In the light of the VERITAS result for M 82 and the H.E.S.S. result for NGC 
253, the negative result presented here for IC 342 is hardly surprising. The 
measured fluxes for M 82 and NGC 253 are more than an order of magnitude 
lower than the original NGC 253 flux claimed by Itoh et al. (2002), and well 
below the sensitivity of the Whipple 10m telescope. Because of the very low 
fluxes, the spectral indices (assuming power-law spectra) for M 82 and NGC 253 
are not well determined, but are likely be in the region of —2.5. In the case of M 
82, Acciari et al. (2009a) quote an spectral index of —2.5 ±  0.6stat ±  0.2syst (but 
note the very large errors), while for NGC 253, theoretical predictions are in 
the region of —2.4 (Domingo-Santamaría and Torres, 2005) to —2.7 (Paglione 
et al., 1996). Assuming a value of —2.5 for the spectral index, the reported 
fluxes can be scaled to the energy threshold of 600 GeV applicable to the IC
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Source Types
#  PWN
#  XRB, PSR, Gamma, BIN
#  IIBL, IBL. FRI, FSRQ, LBL
#  Shell
#  Starburst
#  DARK, UNID, Other
#  uQuasar, Cat. Var., BIN, WR 
O  Undetected at TeV Emission
Figure 6.5: VHE 7-ray Sky Map, as of May 2010. Note that NGC 253 lies 
within the southern hemisphere and is unobservable with the Whipple IACT. 
Image adapted from http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/.
342 observations, giving ~  5.4 x 10-9 m-2 s-1 for M 82 and ~  0.44 x 10-9 
m“ 2 s_1 for NGC 253. Even taking the more optimistic case of M 82, the flux 
is a factor of ten below the upper limit derived here for IC 342.
The VERITAS array is ~  8 — 10 times more sensitive than the Whipple 
10m telescope. This translates into a factor of ~  60 — 100 in the time required 
to detect the same signal with the same significance. The VERITAS detection 
required 137 hours to detect M 82 at a level 5 a. If the IC 342 flux is 
comparable to that of M 82, it would therefore require a minimum of perhaps
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Sensitivity
VERITAS
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G LA ST (J year) 
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Figure 6.6: Sensitivity of next-generation gamma-ray telescopes compared to 
current and past experiments. The sensitivity curves are produced using Monte- 
Carlo simulations of VHE gamma rays and appropriate detector simulations. 
Indicated sensitivities assume at least 50 hours of observations and a minimum
5 a detection with at least ten excess events recorded. Figure from Gammell 
(2004).
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8000 hours to achieve a detection using the 10m telescope. Even if IC 342 is 
at a distance as low as 1.8 Mpc, compared with a distance to M 82 of ~  3.7 
Mpc, the time scale for detection is still ~  2000 hours. The low elevation of IC 
342 at the Whipple Observatory means that it cannot be observed for very long 
each year, certainly no more than 100 hours, so the time scale is completely 
impractical.
On the other hand, the result presented here for IC 342 is the only upper 
limit available for this target at TeV energies, and it is unlikely that it will be 
improved on in the near future. It is clear from the observations on M 82 and 
NGC 253 that with current atmospheric Cherenkov systems an investment of 
a minimum of ~  100 hours is required simply to detect such a system. With 
two starburst galaxies already detected, neither VERITAS nor H.E.S.S. is likely 
to commit such a large amount of observing time to IC 342, because a mere 
detection of a third starburst galaxy would not significantly improve our un­
derstanding of the mechanisms responsible for the VHE emission. Instead, the 
detection of IC 342 at energies above ~  500 GeV will probably have to await 
the development of next-generation detector systems such as CTA or AGIS.
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Appendix A  
Calculation of Hillas Parameters
Suppose the ith PMT is given coordinates xi: y; (in degrees) and registers a 
signal Si. The origin of the coordinate system is in the centre of the array of 
PM T’s. An ellipse is fitted to the image and the Hillas parameters are calculated 
relative to the centre. For a graphical description of the Hillas parameters see 
Figure 5.2. The fitting of the ellipse employs the following simple moments:
(x) =
(y) =
<x2> =
(y2) =
{x y) =
(x*) =
,3 \
E*i ’ 
E  s iVi
12 si 5
E«i®<
E *  ’
E * v 2 
Es; ’ 
E  SiXiVi 
E  *  ’
E ^ ?  
E *  ’
E  S iy f(yJ) =
(x2y) =
E *  ’ 
E  s ix iVi
E « i  ’
2  _  Y.SjXiyf
“  E *  ’
and
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<TX1 =  (X2) -  (X)2,
<V =  (v2> -  (y)2,
^xy =  {xy) — (x){y)i
ax3 =  (x3) -  3{a:){.T2) +  2(x)3,
ay3 =  ( y3) — 3 ( y ) ( y 2) +  2 ( y ) 3,
ax2y =  (x2y) -  2(xy){x) +  2 (x)2(y) -  (x2)(y),
=  {xy2) -  2 (xy) (y) +  2(x) (y)2 -  (x) (y2),
Given the following definitions:
1 =  \Jk2+4cr2yi 
m =  {y2) - ( x 2), 
n =  y/m2 +  4 (xy)2,
1 . ^u =  l +  T ,
w — 2 — u,
the Hillas parameters are calculated from:
(Size) =
/ r t 2 0"a;2 +  O'«* +  1(Length)2 =  -------- ^ -------
2   &x2 “t” ^2/2 ^
2
(x )2 +  (y)2 -  n
(Width)
{.Azwidth) 2
(M i » )  2 z
(Distance)2 =  (re)2 +  (y)2,
.j /  (M iss) \
2
2 _  u(x)2 +  v (y)2 2(xy)axy
(Alpha) =  sin'
\ (Distance) J '
The calculation of the parameter Asymmetry requires the angle, ip, between 
the x-axis and the major axis of the ellipse. It is convenient to define p:
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p(Asymm etry)3
i (  (k +  l ) (y )  +  2axy( x ) \
\2 axy(y ) - ( k - l ) ( x ) J ’ 
a x 3 cos3 ip  +  3< 7x 2y  sin ip  cos2 i p  +  3 a x y 2 cos i p  sin2 i p  +  a y3 sin3 i p ,
_ P___
(Length)
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Appendix B 
Data Sets
Table B .l: IC 342 data from 2003 — 2004 season.
UT Date ON Run OFF Run Elevation
031020 gt025466 gt025467 48°
031021 gt025485 gt025486 49°
031022 gt025503 gt025504 52°
031023 gt025521 gt025522 50°
031023 gt025523 gt025524 53°
031024 gt025542 gt025543 52°
031024 gt025544 gt025545 54°
031025 gt025561 gt025562 45°
031025 gt025563 gt025564 49°
031025 gt025565 gt025566 52°
031025 gt025567 gt025568 54°
031025 gt025569 gt025570 53°
031025 gt025771 gt025772 50°
031026 gt025584 gt025585 45°
031026 gt025586 gt025587 49°
031029 gt025634 gt025635 51°
031118 gt025699 gt025700 48°
031118 gt025701 gt025702 51°
031119 gt025712 gt025713 45°
031119 gt025714 gt025715 50°
031119 gt025716 gt025717 53°
031120 gt025730 gt025731 42°
031120 gt025732 gt025733 47°
031121 gt025752 gt025753 49°
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Table B .l Cont’d: IC 342 data from 2003 — 2004 season.
UT Date ON Run OFF Run Elevation
031122 gt025776 gt025777 51°
031123 gt025796 gt025797 44°
031123 gt025798 gt025799 49°
031123 gt025800 gt025801 52°
031124 gt025817 gt025818 47°
031124 gt025819 gt025820 51°
031127 gt025862 gt025863 50°
031127 gt025864 gt025865 53°
031127 gt025866 gt025867 54°
031128 gt025879 gt025880 51°
031130 gt025900 gt025901 53°
031201 gt025916 gt025917 51°
031218 gt025975 gt025976 49°
031219 gt025993 gt025994 52°
031219 gt025995 gt025996 53°
031226 gt026068 gt026069 53°
040113 gt026107 gt026108 53°
040118 gt026137 gt026138 52°
040118 gt026139 gt026140 54°
040119 gt026160 gt026161 53°
040119 gt026162 gt026163 54°
040210 gt026243 gt026244 53°
040310 gt026484 gt026485 46°
040315 gt026510 gt026511 43°
040316 gt026529 gt026530 43°
040318 gt026573 gt026574 43°
040321 gt026648 gt026649 41°
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Table B.2: Crab Nebula data from 2003 — 2004 season.
UT Date ON Run OFF Run Elevation
030204 gt023907 gt023908 76°
030206 gt023927 gt023928 66°
030220 gt023982 gt023983 80°
030322 gt024104 gt024105 64°
030323 gt024112 gt024113 63°
030324 gt024122 gt024123 63°
030325 gt024136 gt024137 61°
030326 gt024152 gt024153 60°
030327 gt024169 gt024170 59°
030328 gt024190 gt024191 59°
030926 gt025283 gt025284 58°
031001 gt025382 gt025383 70°
031021 gt025487 gt025488 50°
031022 gt025505 gt025506 63°
031023 gt025526 gt025527 77°
031024 gt025550 gt025551 76°
031026 gt025588 gt025589 52°
031120 gt025734 gt025735 51°
031120 gt025738 gt025739 68°
031120 gt025740 gt025741 78°
031121 gt025755 gt025756 52°
031121 gt025757 gt025758 65°
031121 gt025759 gt025760 75°
031121 gt025761 gt025762 80°
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Table B.2 Cont’d: Crab Nebula data from 2003 — 2004 season.
UT Date ON Run OFF Run Elevation
031121 gt025763 gt025764 72°
031122 gt025778 gt025779 59°
031122 gt025781 gt025782 73°
031122 gt025783 gt025784 80°
031123 gt025802 gt025803 65°
031123 gt025804 gt025805 77°
031124 gt025828 gt025829 76°
031127 gt025868 gt025869 77°
031127 gt025870 gt025871 79°
040113 gt026109 gt026110 73°
040116 gt026121 gt026122 79°
040119 gt026164 gt026165 78°
040127 gt026186 gt026187 66°
040213 gt026276 gt026277 57°
040222 gt026442 gt026443 65°
040311 gt026491 gt026492 65°
040315 gt026512 gt026513 53°
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Table B.3: Mrk 421 data from 2003 -  2004 season.
UT Date ON Run OFF Run Elevation
040118 gt026150 gt026151 57°
040127 gt026193 gt026194 79°
040216 gt026333 gt026334 62°
040216 gt026336 gt026337 83°
040217 gt026360 gt026361 84°
040226 gt026464 gt026465 66°
040315 gt026519 gt026520 83°
040315 gt026525 gt026526 61°
040319 gt026598 gt026599 56°
040319 gt026600 gt026601 68°
040319 gt026602 gt026603 79°
040319 gt026604 gt026605 80°
040412 gt026770 gt026771 83°
040413 gt026785 gt026786 78°
040413 gt026787 gt026788 67°
040415 gt026823 gt026824 82°
040416 gt026840 gt026841 83°
040419 gt026874 gt026875 82°
040420 gt026893 gt026894 82°
040421 gt026912 gt026913 80°
040423 gt026948 gt026949 63°
040424 gt026964 gt026965 50°
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Appendix C 
The VERITAS Collaboration
M em ber Institutions
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
Purdue University, Indiana 
Iowa State University 
Washington University, St. Louis 
University of Chicago 
University of Utah 
University of California, Los Angeles 
McGill University, Montreal 
University College Dublin 
University of Leeds
Collaborators
Adler Planetarium, Chicago 
Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois 
Barnard College, New York 
DePauw University, Indiana 
Grinnell College, Iowa 
University of California, Santa Cruz 
University of Iowa 
University of Massachussetts 
Cork Institute of Technology 
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology 
National University of Ireland, Galway 
Associate Members
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